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ABSTRACT

The psychology service programme was implemented at the Kalafong Paediatric HIV Clinic. The students from the Department of Psychology from the University of Pretoria were involved. The aim of the study was to explore, explain and describe the experiences of the personnel at the Clinic during the implementation of the programme in terms of an interpretive narrative framework.

A qualitative research design was used. The primary source of data collection was through interviews. Interpreting experience took place at Reissman’s five levels of representation and Labov’s six elements for data reduction and interpretation were used. The emerged interpretive categories were presented as questions.

The study found that the multidisciplinary team identified the need for psychological intervention, more so during the time when some of the adolescent patients had discovered that they were HIV positive. The patients were struggling to cope with the reality of accepting the diagnosis. The study noted the challenges that were experienced during the implementation, as well as the highlights.

Availability of the psychology students seemed to be the greatest challenge as well as the issue of arranging psychological consultations to coincide with the same date for other consultations among other challenges. This study exhibited a mutual feeling that the implementation of the psychology service programme was a good initiative and ought to be continued at the Clinic.
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AB - Abstract (As according to Labov)
AIDS - Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
ART - Anti-Retroviral Therapy
ARVs - Antiretrovirals
CA - Complicating Action (As according to Labov)
CD4 count - HI virus targets and destroys CD4 cells in the immune system. CD4 count is a useful marker in determining the state of the immunity in a person with HIV/AIDS
Clinic - Kalafong Paediatric HIV Clinic/Also known as Immunology Clinic or ARV Clinic
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CHAPTER 1

ORIENTATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

As one of the masters Counselling Psychology students (community programme) involved at Kalafong Hospital Paediatric HIV Clinic from 2009 to 2010, I became interested in conducting a study related to the obstacles and challenges of setting up a counselling programme within a Paediatric HIV Clinic. To give further background, even though it was a paediatric clinic, their patients were aged from birth up until the age of eighteen years old. Our involvement was under the leadership and supervision of the University of Pretoria’s Department of Psychology and the Manager of the Kalafong Hospital Paediatric HIV Clinic (hereafter referred to as the Clinic). I, the researcher, and my fellow MA students took part in the psychology service programme at the Clinic.

In this Chapter, I discuss the research problem describing what took place at the Clinic. I then address the motivation of the study and its aims and objectives. Furthermore, research questions as well as the emerging intentions are also presented.

Kalafong Hospital is situated 12 kilometres west of the city centre of Pretoria, near to Atteridgeville. It has a Paediatric HIV Clinic that has been functioning for the past seven years; an adolescent clinic was established in 2007 within the same institution. Other researchers who worked in this Clinic (Vlug, Feucht & Kruger, 2008) identified certain needs that required psychological intervention, thus the Department of Psychology from the researcher’s tertiary institution was invited to be part of the multi-disciplinary team.

As part of the practical training, the masters students in Counselling Psychology (community programme), were placed in both institutional and communal environments to gain exposure
to therapy and the world of work of a psychologist. The goal being to equip them as future psychologists who can function in different contexts. The training consists of the academic and professional training programmes that prepared them for work in the service delivery sector (Hecker, Fink, Levasseur & Parker, 1995). At Kalafong Hospital, we were therefore exposed to the experience of counselling within the medical field and working within a multi-disciplinary team.

Practicum experience is an integral component of the training of a psychologist (Hecker et al., 1995). It is also seen as a journey of self-awareness and self-discovery, leading to growth and development. It is a process to clearly define parameters, to explore and realise potential as future psychologists. Training is necessary to familiarise the training professional with the policies and working procedures; and what the goals and structure of the organisation are, including their work culture (Agochiya, 2002).

The following needs were identified (Vlug et al., 2008) in 2008 by the personnel working at the clinic:

- Dealing psychologically with HIV/AIDS and counselling patients regarding the issue of disclosure
- Psychosocial support for patients and their families
- Education on sexuality, HIV prevention and male role models for adolescents

1.2 RESEARCH PROBLEM

As part of the practical training, the University of Pretoria’s Department of Psychology was involved in the implementation of the psychology service programme at the Clinic. Both the masters and honours students from the Department of Psychology were participating in the programme in roles prescribed by the core competencies of the two programmes. The masters students were to work with the adolescents and the caregivers in the Clinic, as well as with the children referred by the occupational therapists, while the honours students were to work
with the children seen by the occupational therapists in terms of assisting with the playgroups.

In 2009, we (my fellow students and I) went to the Clinic on Monday afternoons only and in 2010 on Mondays in the morning for six hours. Several meetings were held at the beginning of the year which were necessary for us to get to know the personnel and learn how the Paediatric HIV Clinic operated. We were introduced to the personnel members, who in turn helped us to understand the needs of the Clinic. They also explained the functioning of the Clinic and engaged us in their personnel meetings.

The personnel were also involved in setting up appointments for us (students involved in the psychology service programme), referring clients, making arrangements for support groups and also familiarised us on how the systems worked. For example, the running of the clinic, accessibility of files and setting dates for appointments. In addition, they helped us with the logistics of the programme, for example, office space and recommended which days were suitable for us to be at the Clinic etc.

Once we were introduced to the personnel, much time was spent introducing ourselves to the outpatients and caregivers. This was done in order for them to become aware of our services which was a way of marketing the psychology service programme. Access to the patients who were admitted in the hospital was gained via referrals from the personnel.

Even though much effort was put into implementing the psychology service programme, during feedback meetings with our lecturers there was a common concern among us the students that it seemed our services were not being utilised as we had expected and hoped. We did not have as many clients to see according to the needs that were laid out to us.

1.3 MOTIVATION OF THE STUDY

Our (MA Counselling Psychology students) duties were to offer psychological services, which included individual counselling to both caregivers and adolescents, as well as to the personnel at the Clinic. Moreover, the students were to help establish support groups for
caregivers and adolescents, and to assist adolescents with sexual education, as well as stress management.

Assessing the needs of the patients and the personnel at the Clinic further formed part of the duties allocated to the students. Psychological services were made available to the occupational therapists as well so as to work with the children they were treating. Psychology students were to establish play groups and activities for children waiting in the queue for check-ups, as well as offering therapy to the children. HIV/AIDS has been, and it still is, an epidemic and we were there to help people in dealing with issues pertaining to it.

At the end of 2009, students were to write a report detailing their training at the Clinic and for me, as a masters student, my report was filled mostly with frustrations regarding the process of programme implementation. When the programme began there seemed to be a need for the aforementioned psychological services, but the programme took longer than anticipated to get off the ground. What went wrong? What were the obstacles? What could have been done differently and how could one implement improvement as a team? These were the questions that I asked myself, which in turn lead to the proposed research. During this time of questioning and reflection, the topic of this research study came into being.

1.4 THE AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The study intends to explore, explain and describe the experiences of the personnel at the Paediatric HIV Clinic during the implementation of the psychology service programme in terms of an interpretive narrative framework. Freedman and Combs (1996) described that each remembered event constitutes a story. Thus the study will allow the Clinic personnel’s stories concerning the implementation of the psychology service programme to be told and the meanings attributed to the programme to unfold.
The study may be of value to the tertiary institution’s lecturers who are involved with training of the students in clinical settings. The Psychology Department from the hospital or other hospitals, which may want to implement a psychology service programme, may also benefit from the study.

Future psychology trainees at the Clinic or other hospitals may also have a point of reference, to guide and help them, in awareness of the challenges that may arise during the implementation of the psychology service programme in other communities or situations.

It should be noted that the aim of this study is not to evaluate the psychology service programme at the Clinic but to describe the personnels’ experiences of the implementation of the programme. In other words, the study aims to tell a story about where the programme has been, where it is now and the direction its future shall take. The interpretive narrative inquiry was decided by the researcher as best suited for this study.

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTION AND EMERGING INTENTIONS

This study intends to research and reveal the views, perceptions and the experience of the personnel. Therefore research questions such as how the programme has been at the clinic; and whether there is a need to adapt any changes within the psychology service programme according to the personnel’s experience.

Chapter One outlines the research problem, motivation, aims and objectives of the study. Furthermore, the research question is discussed.

Chapter Two focuses on literature review of HIV/AIDS focusing on issues of stigma, disclosure and medical adherence since those were major challenges at the Clinic.

Chapter Three explains the theoretical approach which is the Narrative framework.
Chapter Four provides the definition of the qualitative research and the overview of the research design is deliberated. This includes sampling, data collection and the method that was applied for data analysis. Furthermore, ethical considerations were explained.

Chapter Five details the findings of the analysis.

Chapter Six concludes with the discussion of the findings, the limitations of the study and the recommendations.

1.6 CONCLUSION

A broad orientation of the study has been discussed in Chapter One which included the research problem, motivation of the study, the aims and objectives. Lastly the research question and emerging intentions of the study were presented.
CHAPTER 2

RESEARCH REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter details the literature review on HIV/AIDS specifically to factors that were significant and of relevance to the Clinic. It begins by describing the impact of HIV/AIDS, proceeds to discuss the disclosure of the HIV/AIDS status to children as well as adolescents, disclosure and stigma, medication adherence as well as psychosocial barriers to optimal Anti-Retroviral Therapy adherence. Furthermore, bereavement, as well as interventions towards issues involving HIV/AIDS disease was discussed. Lastly, the researcher explained what the psychology service programme at the Clinic was about, including what it entailed.

2.2 THE IMPACT OF HIV/AIDS

HIV/AIDS has been a challenge in all the world’s societies for almost two decades. The disease has been particularly devastating to the African continent. It has been reported that South Africa has the highest number of people living with HIV/AIDS (WHO, 2008). “Issues that contribute to the challenge of dealing with this disease include among others, high level of poverty, low-level of education attainment, inadequate or lack of public health services, inadequate personnel in health services fields, apathy, myths and misconceptions about HIV/AIDS” (Umerah-Udezulu & Williams, 2002, p. 35).

According to Hosek, Harper and Domanico (2000), women and people aged between thirteen and twenty-four are being infected at increasingly higher rates. It is presumed that young adults, who are between the ages of twenty and twenty-nine, were initially infected during adolescence. Factors such as gender, religion, low socio-economic status, lack of sexual education and culture, contributes in placing people at a high risk for HIV (Heam & Jackson, 2002; Hoffman, 1996).
HIV infected individuals often face stressors such as the disclosure of the HIV infection, social ostracism, fears of death, and family conflict. In addition, they also encounter problems in obtaining adequate health care services, medication, transportation, clothing, recreation, housing and counselling (Brown, Lourie & Pao, 2000).

At the Clinic, the challenges that they were faced with in regards to HIV/AIDS were: telling the children or adolescents that they were HIV positive, as most of their paediatric patients had contracted the disease through mother-to-child transmission. Other challenges included issues of disclosure and stigma, medical adherence, loss and bereavement. These factors needed to be dealt with as they had a tremendous impact on one’s social, medical, psychological functioning. Furthermore it also has a great impact on the spiritual, educational and economic aspects. I will therefore discuss these issues in this Chapter.

2.3 DISCLOSURE OF THE HIV/AIDS STATUS TO CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS

There is no single or easy guide to deciding when and how to disclose an individual’s HIV status, especially when it comes to children and adolescents. At the Clinic, most children were told of their status at the age of eleven by either their caregivers or the health professional worker or both (2010). Van Dyk (2005) believes that there is no right or wrong time to tell a child that he or she is HIV positive. The timing does however depends on the parent, the child and the family circumstances.

According to Vaz, Eng, Maman, Tshikandu and Behets (2010) in clinical settings, health care providers play a huge role in initiating disclosure with children. At times they are the ones telling parents/caregivers that it is time that the child should be told. Parents/caregivers usually want to be involved in the decisions and the processes revolving around disclosure, but they also want support from health care providers.
Vaz et al., (2010, p. 254) reported that “HIV infected caregivers are reluctant to disclose HIV status to infected children as it means disclosing their own status, subjecting them to both guilt as well as blame for the child’s status”. In Vreeman et al., (2010) and Van Dyk (2005), caregivers raised concerns about disclosure to a child, that it may psychologically harm the child. Other reasons for not disclosing to children included concerns that the child was too young and that the child could not keep a secret. In addition, other parents were afraid of being blamed and hated by their children (Vreeman et al., 2010; Van Dyk, 2005).

The silence around HIV/AIDS may cause harm to children, since some may have known for a while that they are HIV positive and may feel angry, hurt and confused by the time their parents officially disclose to them. Silence can therefore be seen as a message for them to be worried and ashamed. These can create feelings of guilt and isolation (Van Dyk, 2005).

Vaz et al., (2010) explained Vygotsky’s theory which states that “interpersonal processes gradually become intrapersonal ones, and that interaction between individuals structures cognition; interactions between people therefore shape individuals’ understanding of themselves and their environment. Within this context, how caregivers and service providers interact with adolescents and communicate information about health status - either verbally or nonverbally - could theoretically have a strong influence on the adolescents’ understanding of their health and well-being”. Therefore, the potential benefits of disclosure must be weighed against possible negative consequences, before a decision is made to inform the child of his/her diagnosis, and adequate support must be put in place for the period following disclosure status (Vaz et al., 2010, p. 253).

Furthermore, disclosure may cause stress and anxiety (Brown et al., 2000). Therefore, the HIV/AIDS status of children or adolescents is often withheld from them, because parents and guardians fear that such information may cause depression and a decline in their health. However, for some children whose HIV/AIDS infection is not known outside the family, the burden of secrecy may promote feelings of isolation and healthy development may be hindered (Brown et al., 2000).

The literature on chronic illnesses suggests that disclosure of the appropriate facts about illness improves the child’s psychological adaptation (Brown et al., 2000). For example, when dealing with a disease such as cancer, disclosure has been found to reduce the child's
feelings of distrust, isolation, confusion, and depression. Finally, cultural differences may influence motivations for disclosure and secrecy (Brown et al., 2000).

When children or adolescents are told about their infection, they commonly ask questions such as “am I gonna die? and why me?” (Brown et al., 2000, p. 89). Children, in particular, may feel that they did something dreadful to deserve HIV and thus may develop severe feelings of guilt. Literature reports negative reactions among adolescents, upon learning about their HIV status, ranging from sadness to hurt and worry (Brown et al., 2000).

Vaz et al., (2010) explained that in other cases, the adolescents indicated a sense of relief in finally knowing the source of their suffering. In addition, children’s awareness of their HIV status has been associated with the quality of adherence to Antiretroviral Therapy (Vreeman et al., 2010). There is not much information documented in the literature about the adolescents experiences after being informed of their HIV status (Vaz et al., 2010).

2.4 DISCLOSURE AND STIGMA

HIV infected individuals were most likely to reveal to significant others and sexual partners once the rewards for disclosing outweighed the associated costs (Kang, Rapkin & DeAlmeida, 2006; Yang et al., 2006). Decisions regarding disclosure of one’s status may be influenced by concerns over possible negative consequences which may be coming from the HIV related knowledge and stigma. Disclosure often involved risk, particularly when the information revealed was potentially embarrassing, negative or emotionally intense (Kang et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2006; Hoffman, 1996).

Other literature in South Africa (Dlamini et al., 2007) reported types of abuse ranging from name-calling in the community and being called “‘Satan’s people”’ by church members, to physical abuse against women by their intimate partners. Aggleton and Parker (2002) as cited in Dlamini et al., (2007) described a case of a woman who was stoned and beaten to death for disclosing her status in public.
It is usually a difficult decision to make for an HIV infected individual, whether to disclose or not (Van Dyk, 2005). This is due to the fact that such a decision may have major and life changing consequences. The infected individual should decide if they want a full disclosure (i.e. revealing their status publicly) or partial disclosure (i.e. disclosing only to certain individuals such as a partner, spouse, friend, child or parent). The benefits of disclosure are:

- It can help the HIV infected individual accept their status and reduce the stress of coping on their own (Van Dyk, 2005).
- It can ease access to medical services, care, and support (Van Dyk, 2005). At this present time in South Africa, the requirement is that in order to be eligible for Anti-Retroviral Therapy, patients must have disclosed their HIV status to at least one other person (Kagee, 2008).
- It can help people protect themselves and others. Openness about HIV disease may increase negotiations of safer sex practices (Van Dyk, 2005).
- It may help reducing the stigma, discrimination and denial surrounding HIV/AIDS (Van Dyk, 2005).
- It promotes responsibility. It may also encourage the infected individual’s family to plan for future (Van Dyk, 2005).

Negative consequences of disclosure that may be experienced by the HIV infected individuals can be rejection, discrimination and violence. Furthermore, they may experience the conviction that they are constantly judged and may experience problems in relationships (e.g. with sexual partners, employers, colleagues, family, friends and community member) due to stigma (Van Dyk, 2005; Kagee, 2008).

It is important to note that not only the HIV positive individuals are faced with issues of disclosure and stigma but also the caregivers. According to the personnel at the Clinic, most adolescents/children were orphans and were taken care of by their caregivers. Caregivers included, grandparents, other family members or family friends, etc. These people also often
found themselves in the same position as of those infected by HIV/AIDS regarding issues of disclosure and stigma (Murray, 2010).

Disclosing of one’s status was one of the most important aspects that needed to be addressed at the clinic because of the stigma attached to the disease in the communities. During the time of our practicals, I discovered that most adolescents found it difficult to disclose to others due to the negative consequences of disclosure that has already been discussed. I also noticed that other patients avoided going to the nearby clinics or hospitals, they would rather travel from afar. This was to be certain that they do not meet up with anyone they knew, thus avoiding to be victims of stigma.

Skinner and Mfecane (2004) reported that stigma and discrimination plays a vital role in developing and maintaining the HIV epidemic. For most individuals who are HIV infected who want to disclose, the anxiety surrounding how the recipient of the news will react can be overwhelming. Stigma promotes emotional distress in people living with HIV/AIDS (Gonzalez, Solomon, Zvolensky & Miller, 2009). Thus if an individual makes a decision to disclose, he or she needs to be comfortable with his or her diagnosis (Van Dyk, 2005).

Deacon, Stepheny and Prosalendis (2005) claim that stigma should be understood as a problem of blame and fear than that of ignorance. It occurs in different ways and differs according to context. In South Africa, AIDS related stigmas are also socially and culturally driven (Kalichman & Simbayi, 2003). It further disrupts the functioning of individuals living with HIV/AIDS within their own communities and complicates HIV’s prevention, treatment, care and support (Skinner & Mfecane, 2004; Martinez et al., 2012).

Martinez et al., (2012, p. 109) defined HIV/AIDS related stigma as comprising of “unfavourable attitudes, beliefs and policies directed towards people perceived to have HIV/AIDS as well as towards their loved ones, associates and communities”. Literature have established that HIV stigma profoundly affects utilization of medical and mental health care, voluntary HIV counselling and testing, and level of psychological distress among persons living with HIV/AIDS (Kang et al., 2006).

Herek (1990) as cited in Hoffman (1996) explained that stigma represents the intersection of psychological processes with the cultural construction of the HIV disease. Five areas of analysis related to stigma were listed in Hoffman (1996, p. 35) as:
• The biomedical perspective (e.g. lack of information versus accurate and sufficient information, biomedical history of the disease in terms of who are infected and how they became affected).

• The cultural construction of HIV disease and AIDS (e.g. its association with death, marginalized groups, “blamable victims,” association with semen and blood).

• Reactions of the nonstigmatized (e.g. moralism, fear of contamination, attitudes towards gays and other groups disproportionately affected by the disease).

• The experience of AIDS related stigma (effect on the self esteem and self concept of those infected, others’ suspicions and condemnation of private behaviors related to HIV transmission).

• Managing social interactions between those who are infected and nonstigmatized others (e.g. disclosing infection status, social consequences of disclosure).

2.5 MEDICATION ADHERENCE

The issues of adherence to medication need to be taken into consideration during treatment of HIV infected individuals. According to Martinez et al., (2012), it has been shown in other studies that HIV stigma was responsible for poor medication adherence in adolescents. They feared that friends or family members may discover their status and reject them, when witnessing them taking their medication (Martinez et al., 2012).

Strict adherence to Anti-Retroviral Therapy is very important to achieve viral suppression and avoid the risk of mutation, the development of resistant strains and drug failure (Van Dyk, 2005; Purdy et al., 2008; Wood, 2010). Adherence from medication causes drug resistance to develop, failure to attain viral suppression with existing antiretroviral regimes and also can hinder the efficacy of future regimens (Van Dyk, 2005; Purdy et al., 2008; Wood, 2010).
Poverty, alternative disease constructs, stigma, gender, as well as unpredictable drug supply are vital issues influencing adherence (Wilson & Fairall, 2010). There are various categories of adherence. Dose adherence refers to the number and proportion of doses taken, while schedule adherence refers to adherence of doses taken on time and dietary adherence refers to doses taken correctly with food. To achieve optimal results from Anti-Retroviral Therapy (ART), all of these categories of adherence are required (Kagee, 2008).

Non-adherence to ART, therefore includes, not taking the medication at all, taking the medication at the wrong time, taking the wrong dose due to misunderstanding treatment instructions and prematurely terminating the medication without consulting the health provider (Kagee, 2008). Other behaviour patterns indicative of non-adherence include, not filling prescriptions, self-adjusting the treatment to modulate side effects and the incorrect understanding of the doctor’s instructions. Common methods used to measure adherence are pill counts, pharmacy refill records, drug level monitoring and CD4 count testing (Kagee, 2008).

Van Dyk (2005, p. 81) listed factors which relate to adherence and the questions that ought to be asked in order to find out whether the patient will adhere to medication. These are:

- The patient: “Is the patient motivated to take ART? Does he or she have a social support system? What does he or she know and believe about sickness in general? What was the patient’s previous level of adherence to medications such as TB medication or antibiotic? Does he or she have proper coping skills? What is the level of cognitive ability of the patient?”

- The treatment regime and disease factors: “How many pills will the patient have to take, and how often? What is the size of the pills, what do they taste like, and how easy is it to take them? How must the pill be taken with? What are the side effects and how severe are they? Will there be interactions with other drugs? Does the patient suffer from any other associated conditions, and if so, for how long? ”

- Relationship between the patient and the health worker: “Is there a relationship of trust between the patient and the health worker? Is the health care service consistent?”
Does the health care worker offer support and service? Does he or she give clear explanations, and explain the possibility and symptoms of side effects?”

- Environment: Are health care services easily accessible? Does the patient have a broad scope of services? Does he or she have transport to clinics? Will the patient have enough pills at all times? Does the person have enough food if the pills have to be taken with food?”

2.5.1 Psychosocial barriers to optimal Antiretroviral Therapy Adherence

2.5.1.1 Poverty

Literature suggests that social and economic factors yield poor adherence outcomes (Kagee, 2008). Poverty affects adherence, as funds for travelling to the ART clinic may not be available, child care may not be readily accessible for parents who attend clinic visits, and transport problems may be experienced as well as the need to take time off work without pay to attend clinic appointments (Kagee, 2008).

Kagee (2008) explained that the competing demands of several responsibilities such as work and family life, along with the stresses associated with poverty and difficult life circumstances such as unemployment, may remove an acknowledgement of the importance of complying with treatment regimens. In addition, food required to be taken alongside medication may not be easily affordable and money for external prompts such as alarms and diaries may not be available (Kagee, 2008). Due to the abovementioned information, I believe it is important for a psychologist, during counselling to have an understanding of client’s economic background since that will also affect the client’s attendance to therapy.
2.5.1.2 Health literacy

Health literacy involves, among others, an awareness of the importance of adherence despite the absence of actual symptoms (Kagee, 2008). Most medical patients only consider medication as a tertiary measure following the onset of symptoms, rather than as a prophylactic intervention. However, the long-term health consequences of non-adherence may be severe, as symptoms will certainly develop and the disease will progress unchecked. Health literacy is related to educational level therefore it was found to be a concern in poor communities in South Africa since they are characterised by limited educational opportunities (Kagee, 2008).

Closely tied to health literacy concerning ART is HIV related knowledge, which has been shown to be associated with ART adherence (Kagee, 2008). It is recommended that health providers should include questions focused on knowledge of HIV in their assessments of medication readiness and the need for adherence support. Poor literacy has been associated with low levels of understanding of medical instructions and adherence to ART (Kagee, 2008).

2.5.1.3 Perceived social support

Perceived social support is shown to be a strong predictor of medical adherence (Kagee, 2008). Social support for adherence is defined as encouragement from family and friends. This will assist the patient to cooperate with the recommendations and prescriptions of a health professional. “The expression of concern and encouragement from others to engage in health promoting behaviours, including medication adherence, may combine with social desirability needs on the part of the patient to yield higher rates of medical cooperation” (Kagee, 2008, p. 417).

While the health worker- patient relationship does seem to set up an example of social support, it also extends beyond this (Kagee, 2008). The health worker is usually perceived as a person in authority, in possession of specific expertise, and in whom the patient invests
hope for help and support in the recovery process. On the other hand it has been shown that well-intentioned efforts by medical providers to emphasise the importance of adherence may actually undermine adherence. Apprehension about failing to adhere perfectly led some of the patients to stop taking ART (Kagee, 2008).

2.5.1.4 Mental health

There is consistent evidence that mental status, specifically depressive illness, plays a role in adherence to medication. Mental health problems such as depression, hopelessness, anxiety, avoidance, substance abuse, and other psychological problems were identified as the most common barriers to treatment adherence (Kagee, 2008).

Symptoms of depression have been shown to be associated with lower CD4 counts. Depressed patients may be too unmotivated or fatigued to attend clinic appointments and may be overwhelmed by helplessness and hopelessness to the extent that they may question the purpose of optimal adherence. A diminished ability to concentrate may negatively influence their memory to take their medication on time (Kagee, 2008).

2.6 Bereavement

AIDS has been the leading cause of death in South Africa (Demmer, 2007). The experiences and needs of those grieving AIDS related deaths are different from the rest of the world due to factors such as pervasive poverty, limited access to ARV treatment, scarce mental health resources, and high levels of AIDS related stigma, gender inequality, high levels of unemployment as well as crime and violence. These factors increase the vulnerability of South Africans who have experienced AIDS related deaths (Demmer, 2007).

AIDS related bereavement ought to be understood in terms of the social, political, cultural, and economic context inherent in South African society (Demmer, 2007; Hardy-Bougere,
The high levels of stigma, silence, and denial towards AIDS, makes the bereavement experiences of individuals considerably more difficult. Those who have lost loved ones to AIDS are destined to remain “hidden grievers” due to the stigma and the silence in the country (Demmer, 2007, p. 827).

Demmer (2007) explains that individuals coping with AIDS related loss in South Africa are most likely to report feeling overwhelmed and powerless as a result of ongoing loss and needing to keep their feelings and grief to themselves. The need to repress one’s emotions among South Africans may transpire for several reasons: to avoid dealing with the pain that comes with a loss of a loved one, due to a perceived lack of social support (formal and informal) as well as, the need to focus on the daily struggle to survive because this sort of behaviour is not encouraged (Demmer, 2007). According to Thupayagale-Tshweneagae and Benedict (2011), grieving process is made worse by having to maintain the secrecy of the cause of the loved one’s death.

Moreover, in South Africa, HIV/AIDS mainly affects the poorest and the majority of the poor experience inadequate access to clean water, sanitation and electricity (Demmer, 2007). Poverty dominates the lives of most individuals who have experienced the loss of loved ones to AIDS, to a point that instead of grieving they may focus on finding ways to feed, clothe, and house themselves and their families. “For many South Africans, particularly those living in rural areas where the poorest of the poor live, the death of a loved one to AIDS compounds existing hardship” (Demmer, 2007, p. 835).

The loss of parents to HIV/AIDS has a significant impact on the bereaved children. They miss the opportunity to learn important life skills such as communication and interpersonal skills; decision-making and critical thinking; and coping and self-management that they would have learned from their mothers and fathers (Murray, 2010).
2.7 INTERVENTIONS TOWARDS ISSUES INVOLVING HIV/AIDS

To address stigma, there is a need for activating support services and media coverage of compassionate behaviour towards individuals living with HIV/AIDS. Disclosure to others and HIV/AIDS awareness campaigns may help in reducing the level of stigma in our communities (Visser, Makin, Vandormael, Sikkema & Forsyth 2009; Kalichman & Simbayi, 2004).

Concerning disclosure of the HIV/AIDS status to those infected, interventions should consider how communication takes place within families in order to inform the design of interventions to assist families in communicating illness information to children (Vaz et al., 2010). Various forms of support such as psychosocial counselling support groups are necessary. (Kagee, 2008). The objectives of a support group according to Hoffman (1996, p. 71) should include the following:

- An educational component that permits the group to share HIV/AIDS specific information.
- An opportunity to express intense emotions.
- An opportunity to observe how others cope with the predicaments that occur with HIV/AIDS.
- An opportunity to experience the therapeutic value of receiving help from group members and giving help to others.
- An opportunity to discuss how one will disclose his/her diagnosis to others and about other aspects of one’s life.
- An opportunity to come to terms with the HIV/AIDS diagnosis.
- An opportunity to discuss terrifying and difficult issues such as anticipatory grief and death.
Interventions should aim at including a component that explores the benefits and consequences of self-disclosure of HIV status (Hosek et al., 2000). In addition, education and training can also be used to address safer sex practices, issues of disclosure and issues pertaining to the legal rights and confidentiality of HIV positive individuals (Hosek et al., 2000). In addition, interventions should be aimed at enhancing treatment literacy among patients in the South Africa. Effective ways that may assist clinic personnel to identify optimal times for intervention are: testing, receipt of a positive diagnosis, and commencement and maintenance of ART. This will be useful as a means of increasing levels of adherence (Kagee, 2008).

Interventions aimed at educating family members and friends of individuals who are HIV infected are also necessary (Hosek et al., 2000). Other important factors to consider among others are: ways of promoting good health and the strengthening of the immune system of the HIV infected individuals. These includes: rest, exercise, and a healthy diet; avoidance of smoking, drug and alcohol abuse, avoidance of contact with infections or other illnesses; routine visits to doctors or clinics; stress management, as well as positive living (Van Dyk, 2005).

As particular interest to this study are the therapeutic services. Therapeutic services should also be offered to individuals living with HIV/AIDS and to their families and friends, whereby issues such as medical adherence, disclosure, grieving process and the possibility of death could be explored. Furthermore, feelings of sadness, stress, depression and anxiety could also be discussed as well as stress management techniques and increasing social and financial support systems (Hosek et al., 2000; Hoffman, 1996; Van Dyk, 2005).

Furthermore, interventions aimed at improving the coping style for people who have been diagnosed with HIV/AIDS are needed (Brown et al., 2000). By identifying distress in HIV infected individuals and implementing early interventions can enhance thier coping and it is hoped that their quality of life will thus be improved. It was found that poor coping was associated with psychological stress, repression of anger, external locus of control, and low social support (Brown et al., 2000).

Coping is culture-dependent (Brown et al., 2000). Cultural beliefs impact on how people cope with illness and loss. Cultural attitudes may regulate an individual's behavior and reactions to death, the role of families in medical treatment, and the nature of community support for an
illness. Each of these factors are particularly relevant to individuals infected by HIV/AIDS (Brown et al., 2000). Interventions to increase coping skills may include stress management programs and exercise (Hoffman, 1996).

Hoffman (1996) stipulates that interventions for those who are infected by the HIV/AIDS disease needs to address the following:

- Emotional adaptation to HIV/AIDS disease
- Cognitive and behavioural adaptation to HIV/AIDS disease
- Health promoting behaviours and attitudes
- Adaptation to changes in life goals and roles
- Exploration of spiritual and religious adaptation to HIV/AIDS disease
- Preparation of death and the dying process.

Lastly, Wilson and Fairall (2010, p. 507) explains that “the ideal community HIV clinic needs to provide: voluntary counselling and testing (VCT); referral to a conveniently located tuberculosis (TB) clinic; information on the benefits of safer sex, prophylaxis, and antiretroviral treatment, a wellness programme, a drop-in clinic; and a well managed antiretroviral programme.”

### 2.8 PSYCHOLOGY SERVICE PROGRAMME AT KALAFONG HIV PAEDIATRIC CLINIC

The psychology students were responsible for the psychology service programme which was aimed at providing psychological services to the patients at the Clinic. They relied heavily on the personnel to refer patients to them. Most of the adolescent patients, who were referred to
them, were already aware of their HIV status. Moreover, the psychology students also marketed their services by introducing themselves to patients when they were in the queues as well as attending workshops where patients were taught how to take medication etc.

It was important for them to be able to reach most patients because people who have been diagnosed with HIV/AIDS tend to experience negative affective states, which include disorders such as anxiety and depression among others (Hosek et al., 2000; Gonzalez et al., 2009; Van Dyk, 2005). These disorders can lead to distress, frequent somatic complaints, greater risk of suicide, and poor compliance with medical care (Brown et al., 2000).

As already discussed, the social context for many children and adolescents with HIV in South Africa involves poverty, a lack of resources, and multiple family losses. These factors influence adherence to medications, utilization of treatment services, family relationships, bereavement, and disclosure of illness (Brown et al., 2000). These were the issues that most patients at the Clinic presented with. The psychology service programme was implemented at the Clinic so that it could assist patients to deal with the above mentioned concerns. It was through therapy, as well as support groups that most issues were addressed.

Social stressors and losses seemed to be common among the patients at the Clinic. These affected most adolescents’s sense of self and worth (Hosek et al., 2000). For example, they also had to deal with the emotional pain relating to social stigma, isolation and hopelessness, anxiety about their medical prognosis, loss and bereavement, and physical appearance and body image (Brown et al., 2000).

The anxiety experienced by those who were infected by HIV/AIDS was due to the “prognosis of the illness; the risk of infection with other diseases; the risk of infecting loved ones with HIV; social, domestic and sexual hostility and rejection; abandonment, isolation and physical pain; fear of dying in pain or without dignity; and inability to alter circumstances and consequences of HIV infection” (Van Dyk, 2005, p. 217).

Furthermore, “uncertainty about how to keep as healthy as possible in the future; fears about the ability of loved ones and family to cope; worries about availability or unavailability of appropriate medical treatment; a loss of privacy and concerns about confidentiality; future social and sexual unacceptability; their declining ability to function efficiently; and their loss
of physical and financial independence” were other causes of anxiety (Van Dyk, 2005, p. 217).

Other studies (Patel et al., 2008; Van Dyk, 2005) have reported that one third to half of the HIV positive population meets the criteria for at least one mental health disorder. The most common concern included a psychological symptom: sadness or depression and a medical problem: “being tired and having less energy” (Patel et al., 2008 p. 389). They felt that so much has been lost in their lives and they themselves are to be blamed for it. Anger may be directed inward and may experience suicidal ideation or intentions. Suicide may then be perceived as a way of avoiding pain, obtaining a sense of control over the illness as well as a way of lessening the shame and grief of the loved ones (Van Dyk, 2005). Thus counselling was a necessity for the HIV infected patients at the Clinic.

Research has shown (Brown et al., 2000) that the paediatric HIV patients experience more subjective distress than their uninfected peers as a result of the deterioration of developmental skills and the many stressors associated with HIV infection. These include hopelessness, preoccupation with their illness, and poor body image. Repeated hospitalisations can have an adverse effect on the HIV infected child's social, cognitive, and communicative development (Brown et al., 2000). Most patients presented with anger, confusion, fear, denial, numbness, and guilt (Hosek et al., 2000; Brown et al., 2000; Van Dyk, 2005). Therapeutic services offered by the psychology service programme focused on helping clients deal with the above-mentioned feelings.

Intervention was intended to identify the distressors in the patients’ lives, as well as the caregivers and to provide emotional support to these patients. It was imperative that the patients felt safe so they could open up and be themselves without fear of being judged or stigmatised. The programme also involved educating the adolescents about lifeskills which included, among other things, loving and accepting themselves, as well as accepting their HIV status, positive attitude, assertiveness etc.

Education also focused on teaching patients how to take their medication appropriately, promoting good health, as well as issues on sexuality as it was a concern among most adolescent patients. The programme also made the service of individual counselling available, to deal with among other issues, depression, anxiety as well as bereavement. Stress management was also offered by the psychology service programme.
2.9 CONCLUSION

In this Chapter, previous studies on HIV/AIDS were described. These studies focused specifically on factors that were significant and of relevance to the Clinic. The psychology service programme at the Clinic was also discussed in detail. The next Chapter deals with the theoretical framework of this study.
CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3.1 INTRODUCTION

I (researcher) have chosen narrative theory as an approach suitable for this study. I wanted to explore the participants’ meanings and experiences. Hence, I have used story telling as a way of collecting data. In this Chapter I began by explaining what a narrative approach is about, I also defined narratives. Furthermore, I explored the role of narratives, the relationship between narratives and experience, culture as well as with language. Lastly, I discussed the role of the researcher within the narrative framework.

3.2 NARRATIVE APPROACH

According to the narrative approach, realities are socially constructed and they are organized, expressed, maintained, and made sense of, through narratives or stories (Freedman & Combs, 1996; White & Epston, 1990). Murray (2008) reports that people are born into a narrative (storied) world, live their lives through narratives, and are described in terms of narratives. That is, people select those elements of experience to which they will attend, and they pattern those chosen elements in ways which reflect the stories available to them (Bell, 2002).

Botella, Herrero, Pacheco and Corbella (2004, p. 119) stated that “stories are everywhere; the human race’s history is full of stories”. Different religions are filled with stories, people fall in love through stories and sometimes with stories, family myths are passed on through stories. “Stories are the fabric of our personal lives, our relational networks, our social traditions, and our cultural and historical institutions” (Botella et. al., 2004, p. 119).
This approach suggests that we all have stories about certain events in our lives thus the objective, among other things, is to interpret how others are storying their world, as well as understand their (stories) meaningfulness to them (White & Epston, 1990). It captures the view that as human beings our lives are ‘becomings’ or journeys in which actions and happenings occur before, after, and simultaneously as other actions and happenings (Polkinghorne, 2004). However, not every event, action or “happening” is meaningful to us. Freedman and Combs (2004, p. 137) states that “the sun rises every morning but not all sunrises are meaningful”

What the stories are about is known as the plot. The plot consists of characters, events, time(s) and sequence, meanings, interpretations, effects, evaluations, justifications as well as meanings of the events. When thickening or expanding the plot or the story, two types of questioning are involved, that is, the landscape of actions as well as the landscape of consciousness. While the landscape of actions questions explore the sequence of events as they were perceived by the participants and others, the landscape of consciousness questions intend to develop the meaning of the story as described by the landscape of actions. These questions explores motives, beliefs, hopes, values, intentions as well as purposes (Carr, 1998; Polkinghorne, 2004).

3.2.1 Definition of narratives

A narrative can be defined as an organized interpretation of a sequence of events (Murray, 2008). Riessman (1993) claims that narratives are representations thus interpretation is inevitable. During story-telling, human agency and imagination determine what gets included and excluded, how events are plotted and what they are supposed to mean. McAllister (2001), makes a distinction between a narrative and a story. A narrative is considered to be a scheme used by people to give meaning to their experiences and refers to a story as a structure for the communication of an experience. According to McAllister, (2001), a story is a lived experience.
Bold (2012, p. 17) describes narrative as “being central to human experience and existence, providing an opportunity to share the nature and order of events at particular times in history”. According to McLeod (2004, p. 355), a narrative “can be a joke or a story told from one individual to another. It can be a structure for organizing individual experience. It can be a myth or an autograph. Narrative is a form of language use and meaning making that is embedded in place and forms of life”.

3.2.2 Role of narratives

Stories about people’s lives are told to others, and themselves. People recognise themselves in the stories that they tell, forming a self and personal identity. They try to make sense of an ever-changing world through storytelling, which enables them to describe their experiences and define themselves (Murray, 2008; Bold, 2012). They construct past events and actions in personal narratives to claim identities and construct their lives (Riessman, 1993). According to Bold (2012), narratives tell the events of human lives, as well as reflecting human interest. They support our sense-making processes and have the ability to transform our lives and the contexts in which we live in.

When trying to understand ourselves, we tell ourselves about ourselves, making up stories about who we are, what we are, what has happened, what we are doing and why we are doing that (Angus & McLeod, 2004). The success of the storytelling experience provides a sense of continuity and meaning in the storyteller’s lives. In telling their story, one can be able to resist or challenge the dominant socially accepted story (Freedman & Combs, 1996; White, 2005). People are proactively oriented towards a meaningful understanding of the world they are living in, as well as their own place in it, hence actively making efforts to interpret experience, seeking purpose and significance in the events that surround them (Neimeyer & Neimeyer, 1993 as cited in Botella et al., 2004).
3.2.3 Narratives and experience

The narrative approach is about interpreting experience, telling and re-telling of stories that have remained untold thus thickening the plot (Freedman & Combs, 1996; White, 2005). These stories continue to exist and they become new stories even long after they have been told (Andrews, Sclater, Squire & Tamboukou, 2004). They are constantly being restructured in the light of new events, and these stories do not exist in a vacuum but are shaped by lifelong personal and community narratives (Bell, 2002). Meanings of life events are not fixed or constant, but they evolve, as they are influenced by subsequent life events. People make sense of events and experiences in their past and how they are related to their current selves; they then change their meanings (Riessman, 1993).

Some stories are more memorable or moving than others and thus may have more power for sharing, reinforcing or transforming a cultural narrative. Good stories may induce aspects of the experience, such as the events or the mood, and appear to be an accurate reflection of the experience (McAllister, 2001). Wiltshire (1995) as cited in McAllister (2001) explains how stories can detour rather than reflect experience. He compares a story of an experience to a window, which presents a view. The size and type of window frame as well as the opacity of the glass will affect how clearly, and close to reality, the view is perceived. Because the window acts as a mediator between reality and perception, the view may be distorted, minimised, emphasised or even lost.

Mediators of reality can also be viewed as thinking about an event, and telling about that event. While stories may not be an exact representation of an experience, they assist others to understand the experience since they offer listeners/readers an opportunity to engage, even though it might be from a distance (McAllister, 2001). Stories can offer access to an experience from which a person might otherwise be excluded from. In stories events are not described in abstract terms, but rather as experiences, thus stories can be easily assimilated, remembered and recalled (McAllister, 2001). No matter how fictionalized, all stories provide a window into people’s beliefs and experiences (Bell, 2002).
3.2.4 Narratives and culture

McLeod (2004, p. 354) believes that “it will make little sense to attempt to understand a person, or understand ourselves, in isolation from the tradition within which the person lives”. McLeod (2004) pointed out that when trying to comprehend and get to know individuals, we should also take their relationships into consideration.

Individuals’ understandings of life and identity are based within a certain culture or history. These understandings are informed by a specific way of thinking which is embedded on a stock of cultural knowledge and practices (White, 2004). Zimmerman and Dickerson (1996), believed that stories are constructed within a cultural context (cultural meaning system), and according to White (2004, p. 43), they are also shaped by these cultural and historical knowledge, as well as practices. It is these stories that become carriers of culture from one generation to the next. Rooted in them, are knowledges that supports a certain way of living. Therefore, White (2004) viewed narratives as a vehicle of culture.

Certain stories are saturated in certain cultures therefore becoming part of the tradition in which the people construct their lives (McLeod, 2004). Nevertheless, White (2004) suggests that these narratives can be unpacked through the process of deconstruction as well as re-authoring conversations. When questioned and exposed they can no longer be accepted as certainties about life or truths about human nature as well as identity.

These are cultural discourses that exist within the cultural meaning system. They are what we label as a “problem”. Therefore, an individual or a family is not seen as a “problem”, it’s these cultural discourses that are a “problem”. They are defined as norms and standards set by the dominant culture or stories. Dominant stories are taken for granted (Freedman & Combs, 2004); they are the “givens”, expectations and cultural ideas. Dominant cultural stories, dictates the preferred ways of believing and behaving within a certain culture (Freedman & Combs, 2004; Carr, 1998) and each day of our lives, being in relationships we participate in the process of positioning ourselves within these discourse or being positioned by others (McLeod, 2004).
Examples of cultural discourses or the dominant narratives are: gender discourses, within our society wives and husbands have expected roles to perform as a couple; developmental discourse which implies to what is normal or not normal for children of different ages, discourses about sexuality, socio-economic classes, race and discourses on how parents ought to raise their children etc. (Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1996). According to McLeod (2004), some cultural discourses obtain a position of power and authority, while some are located as shameful and are silenced. The value of stories is not similar within a culture.

3.2.5 Narratives and language

Language also plays a vital role since through language we share our everyday lives and experiences (Freedman & Combs, 1996; White & Epston, 1990) and experiences in themselves do not carry meaning (Botella, et al., 2004). As discussed by Terre Blanche, Durrheim and Painter (2006), people’s social meaning is encoded in language and language assists them in constructing their reality. Language is therefore viewed as a system of meanings.

A process of externalising conversation/language is often used in narrative therapy (White, 2004). It is common for people to formulate negative conclusions about themselves, or others when they are faced with major challenges in their lives. It is during these circumstances when externalizing conversation is introduced. This process opens up a number of options, for individuals to redefine or revise their relationship with those challenges with aim of breaking away from the negative formulations they have constructed (White, 2004).

Moreover, externalising language is an act of deconstruction, whereby the intention is to separate and differentiate the problem from the individual (Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1996; Freedman & Combs, 2004). By so doing, the influence of the cultural beliefs may be noticed and individuals or families may become aware of other possibilities of living their lives outside the norms and standards set by dominant narratives and are able to experience a sense of personal agency. Through the process of externalisation, individuals gain a reflexive
perspective on their lives and new alternatives become available to them (Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1996; White & Epston, 1990).

Through externalisation, unique outcomes can also be identified (White & Epston, 1990). Unique outcomes are facts, events or aspects that contradict the dominant story. They are often neglected by those in favour of the cultural story yet they are always present. They include events, feelings, intentions, thoughts and actions that have a historical, present or future location. These cannot be accommodated by the dominant story. They can facilitate development of new meanings in the present and also new meanings that empowers the individual to reach back and revise their personal and relationship histories (White & Epston, 1990).

Narrators use particular linguistic devices to hold their accounts together and communicate meaning to listeners. When telling their stories, people strive to configure space and time, deploy cohesive devices, and reveal identity of actors and relatedness of actions across scenes. They create themes, plots and drama. Thus, making sense of themselves, social situations, and historically and culturally situate themselves (Riessman, 1993, McLeod, 2004). Narrative inquiry encourages individuals and families to explore, question and be aware of these cultural discourses. It further challenges them not to take matters for granted but to examine certain issues and decides how they are appropriate, compatible and relevant to their preferences (Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1996).

3.2.6 Role of the researcher

Researchers using the narrative approach are viewed as collaborators rather than experts. They listen for stories instead of symptoms (Freedman and Combs, 2004). They also provide space and time for the individuals, so they can reflect on their own stories as they emerge, thus becoming their own witnesses. They invite participants to remember, make meaning of, and evaluate aspects of their experience. Researchers’ value meaning that participants make of their own experience, over the meaning that they can make concerning the participants’ experiences (Freedman and Combs, 2004).
Moreover, researchers also need to take a position of openness regarding their intentions and values (Carr, 1998). They also privilege the participants’ language use above theirs, as well as listening over questioning. They assist participants to describe their preferred valued experiences as well as identifying the kind of questioning that will help the participants feel that their stories are actively constructed rather than passively recounted and set. Also, the researcher respects participants’ pace, meaning that collaboration occurs at a pace comfortable to the participants (Carr, 1998).

Furthermore, reflecting team is used whenever possible, (Freedman & Combs, 1996, 2004). As discussed by White (2005), researchers ought to take up a "decentred and influential" position meaning that in regard to their participants’ personal stories, they should consider that they (their participants) have a “primary authorship status”. By being influential, White (2005) explains that it’s in a sense building support through questions and reflections that makes it possible for clients to describe their alternative stories more richly. Also, to be more equipped with the knowledges and skills of their lives that are relevant to addressing the concerns, predicaments and problems that are at hand (White, 2005).

“Each session is an iterative or unfolding process of externalizing, deconstructing, extending the field of influence of the problem, searching for unique outcomes, finding a history of contradictions, and continuing to develop and maintain whatever alternative story evolves” (Zimmerman & Dickerson, 1996, p. 88).

### 3.3 CONCLUSION

This Chapter was based on the discussion regarding the theoretical framework. Narrative approach was seen fit for this study. In the next Chapter, research methodology is discussed.
CHAPTER 4

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In this Chapter, I provide a description of the research process. The definition of the qualitative research is discussed in detail. Thereafter, the overview of the research design is deliberated. This includes sampling, data collection and the method that was applied for data analysis. Furthermore, ethical considerations are discussed.

4.2 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

Qualitative research is a field of inquiry, which studies real-world situations as they unfold naturally. The researchers aims to make sense of feelings, experiences or social situations as they occur in the real world. They therefore, want to study individual and groups as they go about their everyday lives, meaning in their natural settings. Qualitative research makes an effort to interpret or even makes sense of people’s meanings (McMahon & Watson, 2009; Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Terre Blanche et al., 2006) and it is specific to a particular context, time and group of participants (Thomas & Harden, 2008).

Methods that are used for data collection include personal experiences, case studies, observations, interviews, life stories and others. Qualitative methods allow a researcher to study selected issues in depth and in detail as they identify and make an effort to understand themes that emerge from the data (McMahon & Watson, 2009; Denzin & Lincoln, 1998; Terre Blanche Durrheim & Painter, 2006).

Qualitative research is relevant towards studies where there is a need for acknowledgement of a particular meaning and details (McMahon & Watson, 2009). Other research methods found
within the qualitative approach include ethnography, grounded theory, dramaturgical interviewing, content analysis, participant observation and phenomenology (Osborne, 1994).

As previously mentioned, data is collected in a form of written or spoken language, or observation, that are recorded in language. Since the intention of this study was to explore and to provide detailed experiences of the personnel at the Clinic and the meanings they attribute to the psychology service programme, qualitative approach within the interpretive narrative framework was seen as the best approach for this research (Kelly, 2006).

4.3 RESEARCH DESIGN

4.3.1 Sampling

A purposeful sampling was selected (Terre Blanche et al., 2006). The participants of the research were the personnel of the Clinic. Seven participants were chosen. Their ages range between twenty-eight and sixty years old. These were the people who have been identified by me, the researcher as having played a key role during the process of the implementation at the Clinic. Samples of qualitative studies are usually smaller (Terre Blanche et al., 2006). Seven participants were enough so as to avoid having additional participants who may not add any new information and that may lead to reaching a point of theoretical saturation (Kelly, 2006).

The proposed participants were involved in setting up appointments for us (students involved in the psychology programme), referring clients, making arrangements for support groups and also familiarised us on how the system worked, for example, the running of the Clinic, accessibility of files and setting dates for appointments. Furthermore, they helped us with the logistics of the programme, for example, office space and recommended which days will be suitable for us to be at the Clinic etc. Therefore their stories were considered to be able to richly describe the narratives concerning the psychological service programme offered at the Clinic.
It should be noted that the participants were not the only people who were involved in the implementation of the psychology service programme. Other professionals including counsellors, doctors, social workers, paediatricians, dieticians, occupational therapists and nurses as well as a Pastor were also involved. I, the researcher, chose a few who were actively involved by performing the afore mentioned tasks.

As I have indicated, initially I had intended to have seven participants for this research study, but two of them declined. Even though they were actively involved at the time, they reported to have not been present during the foundation stages of the implementation of the psychology programme. The programme had already been established when they started working in the Clinic thus did not feel confident to participate in the research.

4.3.2 Data collection

The primary source of collecting data was through interviews and observation. The interviews were recorded using an audio device. Permission for the use of an audiotape was required from the participants, as it is mentioned in the consent form (Appendix A). Written notes during, and immediately after, the interviews were taken and numbered accordingly to eliminate the possibility of data being missed during the process of interviews (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994).

The researcher had intended to schedule two interviews with each participant. The interviews were going to take approximately one hour respectively (Kelly, 2006). The first interview was for gathering the needed data, whereby the participants were requested to tell their story about the implementation of the psychology services programme at the Clinic.

The second interview was to further explore and clarify, while simultaneously checking the data collected on the first interview, so as to be certain that the data was convincing and credible (De Vos, Strydom, Fouche, & Delport, 2002). Second interviews were also to be used for member checks, that is, as a method of assuring trustworthiness and that the transcription is what the participants had said (De Vos et al., 2002).
The first meeting was arranged telephonically with the participants. In this meeting, participants were thoroughly explained to what the study entailed and what was expected of them and the reason why they were chosen. Participants were given an opportunity to read the consent form, ask questions where they needed clarity. Moreover, to sign the consent form (Appendix A), as well as receive a duplicate copy of the consent form.

Logistical issues were also discussed in the above mentioned meeting, concerning the scheduled time for the first interview, the length of the interview and the location. A private office at the Clinic was secured for the interviews as suggested by Murray (2008). Participants were met individually but not all of them could attend this meeting.

For those who were not able to be present at the first meeting, the information about the study was explained to them telephonically. They were given a chance to agree to be part of the study or to decline. Most participants were eager to participate in the research study. Thus it was arranged that they will be briefed before the first interview, sign a consent form (Appendix A) as well as receive a duplicate copy. Each participant was to be interviewed individually.

The first interview took approximately an hour with all the participants (Kelly, 2006). It was during this interview that most participants requested that we eliminate the second interview and instead communicate electronically and telephonically, since they had busy schedules. The second interview was therefore carried electronically and telephonically. Participants who did not suggest such, agreed to the proposition. Email addresses were therefore provided to the researcher as I only had their telephone numbers to begin with.

All communication was conducted in English and the participants were allowed to ask questions if they did not understand any aspect of the questioning. Some participants were fluent in speaking both English and Setswana. They were given an option to use any of the languages, since the researcher was also fluent in both languages, but all of them chose to use English as a medium. The researcher translated and transcribed the interviews herself.

According to Riessman (1993), less structure in interview instruments is preferable, so as to give greater control to participants. Researchers are advised to develop an interview guide with five to seven broad questions about the topic of inquiry, supplemented by probe questions in case the participant has trouble getting started (Riessman, 1993).
Therefore, an interview guide (Appendix B) was compiled by the researcher, as part of the research tools for conducting the interviews, more so for the first interview. It was intended to guide the researcher and serve as a reminder of the questions that needed to be asked in order to explore the participants’ stories richly and in detail. An in-depth, semi-structured interview and unstructured follow-up questions were asked based on the information that the participants provided thus, allowing myself, the researcher to let the process as well as the story to unfold.

During 2009 and 2010 the researcher was able to develop a good working relationship with the participants and believes this was advantageous to the research since a rapport had already been established. Participants were granted an opportunity to give a detailed narrative account of the experience of implementing the psychology service programme at the Clinic.

Interviews were approached as conversations in which the both participant and the researcher develop meaning together. The researcher, as a listener, clarified uncertainties with follow up questions and the answers given continually inform the evolving conversation (Riessman, 1993). Qualitative research became more of a two-way interactive process through narrative framework whereby the researcher took the position of a collaborator. The researcher adopted a more participative and active role while the narratives or stories of the participants were of greater significance (McMahon & Watson, 2009).

It was imperative to the researcher that the personnel of the Clinic tell their story, as Mair (1989, as cited in Crossley, 2007) stated that stories make and break us and that they sustain us in times of trouble. Stories also encourage us to work towards an outcome in our lives that we wouldn’t picture for ourselves. The less we think about what we want and the less we express our stories, the more emotionally stunted and less intune we become with ourselves.

4.3.3 Data analysis

This study used interpretive narrative analysis as a method of data analyses as according to Riessman (1993). Narrative analysis allows systematic study of personal experience and meaning: how events have been constructed. It took as its object of investigation the story
itself. The purpose was to see how participants in interviews impose order on the flow of experiences to make sense of events and actions in their lives. Analysis opens up the forms of telling about experience (Riessman, 1993).

Interpreting experience took place at the five levels of representation in the research process. The levels according to Riessman (1993) are the following:

- **Attending to experience:** Being aware of one’s surroundings. It includes certain features in the stream of consciousness which are reflecting, remembering and recollecting.

- **Telling experience:** I, the researcher encouraged the participants to attend to and tell the story of the implementation of the psychology service programme. I asked questions that opened up topics and allowed participants to construct answers, in ways they (participants) found meaningful. Meaning was constructed at this level during the process of interaction (Riessman, 1993).

- **Transcribing experience:** At this level, the verbal interviews were transformed into a written text by the researcher. I began by listening to the recorded interviews, then continued to a rough transcription, that is, a first draft of the entire interview. This included words and other striking features of the conversation, for example, laughing, very long pauses, repetitions of words, interruptions. (Riessman, 1993)

  Once I was finished with the rough transcription, I listened to the recorded tapes again and repeatedly read the rough transcription to familiarise myself with the content of the interviews. Thereafter, I retranscribe selected portions for detailed analysis. It was during this process that “interpretive categories emerge, and the oral record- the way the story is told-provides clues about meaning” (Riessman, 1993, p. 58).

  It was at this level that I began to listen for entrance and exit talk; and break down the narrative into numbers. That is the first step to interpretation according to Riessman, 1993. Riessman (1993) further claims that participants’ direct interpretation by the way they organize their narratives.

- **Analysing experience:** According to Riessman (1993), analysis cannot be easily
distinguished from transcription. The challenge is to identify similarities across moments into a combined summary. Labov’s six elements for data reduction and interpretation were used. Labov’s six elements were included in the analysis since they provided a skeleton plan and a generalisable structure that could be used to compare the plots of individuals who share the same experience.

The elements were:

1. An abstract (AB): summary of the essence of the narrative. It usually appears at the beginning of the interview. It is also known as the point of the story (Riessman 2008; Riessman 2005).

2. Orientation (OR): time, place, situation and participants. It generally occurs early in the narrative text but it can also occur at a later stage as some narrators sometimes give background information close to the end (Riessman, 2008; Riessman, 2005; Patterson, 2008).

3. Complicating action (CA): sequence of events or plot (Riessman, 2008; Riessman, 2005). Other times its called the “skeleton plot” or the “spine of the narrative”. It relates the events of the story, as if it responds to “and then what happened?” The events ought to be in a chronological order (Patterson, 2008).

4. Evaluation (EV): significance and meaning of the action; and attitude of the narrator. It is also known as the “soul of the narrative” (Riessman, 2008; Riessman, 2005 p. 4). It makes known the narrators’ perspective on the events being told, as well as involves the feelings about the experience at the when the story was told (Patterson, 2008).

5. Resolution (RE): what finally happened, the outcome of the plot or the results. It tells the listener how the story ends (Riessman, 2008; Riessman, 2005; Patterson, 2008).

6. Coda (CO): ends the story as well as returning the perspective to the present. It indicates that the story is over (Riessman, 2008; Riessman, 2005; Patterson, 2008).
According to Patterson (2008, p. 25), “researchers who present their data following Labov’s method and model, typically extract narratives from the full transcript of an interview, number and categorise each clause according to the elements of the model and then present a core narrative, which leaves out evaluation and anything else that does not fit into the categories of Abstract, Orientation, Complicating action and Resolution, for example, interactions between teller and listener, descriptions and asides” Furthermore, not all the stories enclose all the elements, as they can occur in varying sequences (Patterson, 2008).

When analysing the data, I identified narrative segments, reduced clauses, examined how word choice, structure and clauses reverberated to one another, and observed how the sequence of action in one story builds on a prior one. Moreover, the emphasis was on language, how people said what they do and the narrative structures they utilised to construct experience by telling about it (Riessman, 1993).

Utterance were parsed into clauses, lines were numbered and the parts of the narrative were identified by their function (Riessman, 1993). I arranged the clauses based on how the teller at the Clinic (participant) was narrating his or her story. During the reduction of the clause, in order to make line breaks, I attended to the function of the clause as well as the speakers’ changes in their pitch. Therefore, other clauses were long, while others were easily breakable due to the pauses or the commas in between the sentences. Deciding the beginning and end of the clauses was a complex interpretive assignment (Riessman, 1993).

The re-transcribed version excluded all the researcher’s utterances, and all the participants’ false starts, break offs, pauses, verbal emphasis, unfinished sentences, words repetitions, non-lexical expressions, paralinguistic utterances (“uhms, “ehs” etc.) and other features of spoken language (Riessman, 1993, 2000) Even though this was the case, I was careful not to miss important information. Having listened to the audiotapes and repeatedly read the rough transcripts helped in this regard. Other parts of the re-transcribed version were not attended to, so as to keep the identity of the participants anonymous.

The story as accounted by each participant was presented in a way that compares the plots of individuals who share the same experience. This was therefore a comparative approach to interpreting similarities and differences among the participants’ stories (Riessman, 2000). I decided to present the emerged interpretive categories as questions since Labov stipulates that
a narrative is always responding to a question (Riessman, 1993). The interpretive categories were influenced by the 10 broad questions formulated in the Interview Guide (Appendix B).

- Reading experience: It is during this level that a written report is compiled and the draft was issued to the participants for member checks. This is a process whereby the data, analytic categories, interpretations and conclusions are tested by the participants (Riessman, 1993).

### 4.4 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

#### 4.4.1 Informed consent

Participants were informed of the aims and purpose of the research verbally and in detail during the first meeting and some during the day of the interview. They were requested to sign an informed consent form (Appendix A) and also received a duplicate copy of the consent form. According to De Vos, Strydom, Fouche, Poggenpoel, and Schurink (1998), obtaining informed consent means that all possible or sufficient information concerning the study, the procedures to be followed, and anticipated benefits, and dangers, which may occur to the participants, may be brought forth and exposed.

Participants were given an opportunity to ask questions concerning the study at that particular meeting. The meeting was held with each participant, respectively. The consent form was also related to issues of beneficence, stating that participants can withdraw from the research programme at any time, and anonymity, also stating that their real names will not be used but pseudonyms will be utilised instead. (Van der Riet & Durrheim, 2006).

A clause pertaining to confidentiality was included in the informed consent form as well as on requesting permission from participants to audio tape the interviews.

Permission has been granted to conduct the research study at the Clinic (Appendix C), as well as from Kalafong Hospital (Appendix D). The Postgraduate and Ethics Committees of the
Tertiary Institution also granted their permission to conduct the research (Appendix E).

4.4.2 Confidentiality and Anonymity

All information was treated confidentially and anonymity was assured. Only the research team (the researcher and supervisor) had access to the data including the audio tapes (Van der Riet, & Durrheim, 2006). All information provided by the participants was kept confidential and was treated with respect and sensitivity. As explained earlier, a clause pertaining to confidentiality was included in the informed consent form. Furthermore, more professionals were involved in the implementation of the psychology service programme thus it was not be apparent and noticeable who the participants were.

4.4.3 Beneficence

Participants were requested to participate in the research study voluntarily. They were able to withdraw from the research programme at any time. There was no need for counselling/debriefing, though psychologist, Neo Pule, who had agreed to offer her services to the participants at a rate, if the need arose (Appendix F) was available. There was no personal or financial benefits for the participants (Van der Riet, & Durrheim, 2006).

4.5 CONCLUSION

In this Chapter, research methodology was discussed. These included qualitative research, research design as well as the ethical considerations. The next Chapter will be focusing on analysing the data.
CHAPTER 5

FINDINGS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

This Chapter begins by discussing the participants and describing the impressions they gave during the interviews. Participants were given pseudo names, to conceal their identities. Emerge interpretive categories were identified during data analysis. These emerged categories were presented as questions since Labov stipulates that a narrative is always responding to a question (Riessman, 1993). These questions were influenced by the questions asked during the interview. Findings of the analysis were therefore discussed in this Chapter.

5.1.1 Participants

The story of the implementation of the psychology service programme at the Clinic at Kalafong Hospital was told by the five participants who were more than willing to participate in this study. Most had been involved when the idea of the implementation was thought through by the multi-disciplinary team and they were all involved while it was executed. They presented different and similar experiences concerning the process of implementation of the psychology programme, but each story told by each participant was significant.

During the interviews, all the participants were cooperative, as well as supportive of the research study. They were open, friendly as well as enthusiastic to participate in the research study. Even though others were elaborative in their explanations than others, they were all highly willing to provide more information. They appeared eager and keen throughout the interviews. They gave the impression that they loved their jobs and would go beyond a call of duty for their patients. The researcher-interviewee relationship was good as rapport had been established before. Underneath is a more detailed description of each of the participants.
Lerato was keen to participate in the research study. She was open, free to speak her mind and volunteered necessary information. Throughout the interview process, she seemed passionate about the research topic, to a point when she spoke, a lot of issues came to mind and she would tackle them immediately. The researcher-interviewee relationship was firm and harmonious.

Lesego appeared enthusiastic to participate in the research study. She was cooperative. Her answers to the questions asked during the interview were short and straight to the point, thus there was a point where she felt that the questions were too repetitive. The researcher-interviewee relationship was satisfactory.

Lethogonolo was friendly and appeared eager to be part of the study. She spoke freely and seemed to be passionate about her job. She communicated how she was interested to hear the psychology’s students experience as well. The researcher-interviewee relationship was good.

Lesedi was motherly as well as easy to relate with. She felt that the study was beneficial as she was wanted the psychology service programme to continue at the HIV Clinic. She appeared passionate and dedicated to her job. The researcher-interviewee relationship had a strong rapport.

Lebogang was friendly and seemed devoted to be of help to the research process. She exhibited willingness to cooperate and seemed comfortable during the interview. She expressed the importance of the programme and answered all the questions to her best ability. The researcher-interviewee relationship was good.

Furthermore, during the interviews, the participants mentioned an individual who played a significant role during the implementation of the psychology service programme. I, the
researched named her Person Z (not her real name). She was the Manager of the Clinic during the implementation process. She granted the researcher permission to conduct the study at the Clinic, as well as to reveal her identity.

The participants’ stories and experiences together gave more understanding into how the programme developed and progressed. Views, as well as perceptions of the participants were presented in this Chapter. The emerged categories are presented below.

5.2 EMERGED INTERPRETIVE CATEGORIES

5.2.1 How did the decision to implement psychological services in the clinic come about?

I (the researcher) was curious on how the programme came into existence; what happened, how it happened, who was involved, etc. When the question of how the psychological services came about was asked, all participants stated that a need for psychological intervention was identified by the multi-disciplinary team based at the Clinic. According to Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011), the decision to implement the psychology service programme came at a time when they were discussing the issue of establishing an adolescent clinic which was late 2007 or in 2008. It was during this time when the multi-disciplinary team felt that the counselling that they were offering as doctors, counsellors, social workers, pastor, etc. were not adequate. There was a need for a “professional psychological intervention” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) added that their multi-disciplinary team consisted of nurses, data captures, occupational therapists, dieticians, etc. Their patients were children from birth to adolescents of nineteen years of age, according to Lethhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011).

The decision to include psychology services at the Clinic came about when we were thinking about starting the adolescents’ clinic. It was late 2007, 2008 then there was no
clinic specifically for adolescents. All the patients were being seen like all together (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

We normally hold our two-weekly meetings, where we find that as the multi-disciplinary team: nurses, data captures, counsellors, occupational therapists, dieticians. We could have given them (patients) everything except the psychological part (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained further:

We had an agreement that they had to know about their status, so disclosure problems came with other issues, like where they had to now deal with knowing about their status and the stigma and everything that was attached to knowing about their status. And with adolescents, that’s when we had all these psychological problems whereby they have to deal with more and they start being rebellious and they start asking questions about why they should be taking medication and so on. And with us the counselling that we were offering them, we felt that it wasn’t adequate enough to address all those issues. That’s why we wanted a psychology intervention.

Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) explained that according to the law, the adolescents had a right to know about their status at the age of twelve. “Legally they have the right to know at the age of twelve. A twelve year old can come and consent to be tested and treated. We find that the children start asking questions between the ages of nine and ten, because that’s when the transition from Grade Three to Grade Four takes place. The juniors are learning life skills but when they get older they learn Life Orientation. And they learn about what are viruses, what are bacterias, what are infections, what really gets you sick”.

Though Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) did not remember exactly when the decision to implement the programme was taken, she recalled that the decision was motivated by the fact that there were “children who were emotionally traumatised and those who were not coping with the diagnoses”. Other patients “were not willing to take their medication correctly” even after the team had intervened by educating them on the correct intake of
medication. Thus the need for psychological support was recognised (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

From what the participants stated it was clear that the psychological intervention was a necessity, not just for the patients, but also for the caregivers. As Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) explained “We were beginning to identify issues with depression, difficulty accepting the diagnosis, not just with the patients but with the caregivers as well”. Dealing with the HIV status, once the patients discovered that they were HIV positive seemed to be the main challenge. Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) and Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) observed that depression was also becoming a concern. According to them patients also struggled to accept their diagnosis once it was disclosed to them (patients).

According to Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011), a need to support teenagers was identified.

We felt that there was a need. And we needed someone to be here to support them. And also we found out that some of the kids had other issues which had to be dealt with in order for them to function optimally. That’s the reason we felt a psychologist for them would definitely be beneficial for the department because there’s so much that a person can take in when they are diagnosed with something like HIV, so they need our support throughout so that they can function adequately… and how to get the skills necessary to be assertive and to deal with different situations, so that you (patient) can function in a normal environment (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

The multi-disciplinary team felt that “there is so much a person can take in, when they are diagnosed with something like HIV” therefore for a person to function adequately in a normal environment, necessary skills had to be obtained as well as support (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). She mentioned for example, that their patients needed to learn assertiveness to be able to deal with their different circumstances. Also, the team wanted their patients to be assessed in totality including psychologically, Lesedi reported.
She explained that they realized that they “could have given their patients everything except the psychological part” (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Most of the participants elaborated on the fact that

...Kalafong only has one psychologist and that psychologist services all the departments. And it meant that if we had a patient who needed psychological services, that patient had to be on a waiting list. And sometimes the problems that they would be having at the time needed attention at that time, instead of being addressed three, four months down the line when the psychologist will be available. So initially we tried that route and it did not work very well (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

There is only one psychologist in Kalafong and she does not have a particular specialty with child psychology... (Letlhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained that initially they had referred patients to the psychologist who was based at the Kalafong Hospital, but because she was very busy, patients were seen on an appointment basis which was in three or four months. That was not appropriate for patients with life threatening issues, those who were suicidal for example, to be seen after a long period of waiting.

Furthermore, Letlhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) added that the same psychologist at Kalafong Hospital was not a specialist in child psychology. Different solutions had been tried including considering the appointment of another psychologist; but that was not possible according to Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011).

We identified the need, and then we were trying to get a fulltime psychologist but it was not possible… (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) reported that another solution was to try to involve the psychologists based at the local clinics but not all the clinics had a psychologist
on staff. The report that Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) received from the patients who accessed social services in the local clinics was also not satisfactory. Hence their dilemma still remained and thus needed to find a solution for their patients in the Clinic. It was during this time when the multi-disciplinary team saw it fit to invite the University of Pretoria psychology students to assist the Clinic with their expertise while simultaneously gaining experience within the medical field (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

...And then we thought about involving the psychologists from the local clinics where the patients will be coming from but even that did not work very well because the psychologists wouldn’t be available and not all the clinics around, where the patients came from, had psychologists. So it was a big problem. And then that’s when the idea of why can’t we involve psychology students who will be interested to help us and why couldn’t we involve them so that if they can help us with the issues that we are dealing with while at the same time they get clinical experience as well (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

The challenges that we actually encountered were that when we referred the caregivers for social services in the location, they normally struggled to get services and they’d come back to us, like say “this social worker told me to wait” or that “I must go back to my husband” who is abusing me. They don’t get proper the services outside (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

5.2.2 What were your expectations from the psychology service programme?

Letlhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) explained that they had expected “setting up of both group therapy and individual identification of children with high risk of mood disorder or social dilemmas in their lives”. Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) agreed that the team was thinking about support groups especially for adolescent patients. Moreover, play groups or play therapy for the younger patients. Lebogang explicated that the latter did not take place as she had expected. Instead of play therapy, it
became an informal play group, to a point that any child who was walking around the clinic would be called to join in, and participate in the activities (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Well, we were first thinking about the support groups that we get help, I guess the aim was more to work with the adolescent children. The younger ones we just thought of more like, being informal like a play group… The picture I had in mind was the play therapy approach for the kids and I thought that would help them but then what happened was not actually that, it ended up being a very informal group and some of the children who were walking around, were called to join in on the activities. So it ended up being a play group instead of a play therapy (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

To Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) the picture of having the psychology service programme right at her door step was a great relief. “To me it was a great relieve because I needed to have more time with patients attending to the (other) problems but the psychological part was a problem,” She was going to focus on her job without worrying about the psychological state of the patients since the psychology students were going to deal with that part. For Lesedi, part of the team’s expectations once the programme was established, was that their patients would feel comfortable with them, being open with whatever involved their lives or was involved in their lives (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She had hoped that once their patients have been reassured of confidentiality, they would trust them (Lesedi and the team, psychology students included) enough to allow them to take care of them (patients) and help them. It was important to Lesedi that the patients should buy into the idea of the psychology service programme and believe that it was for their own good (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Well we wanted our patients to feel comfortable with us that whatever they tell us or it involves their lives or it is involved in their lives, is not going to be published anywhere. And that it is for their own good, so that we can really look after them
properly and especially because most of them are depressed. They haven’t disclosed, they don’t trust anybody, but we reassured them as far as the psychology problem was consent, we could really help them a lot and they really appreciated our help in that regard (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

For Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011), the picture of having psychology service programme at the clinic “looked rosy from the theoretical point of view but practically it was not working”. It was a good idea to bring the programme on board but “implementing it and sorting out the logistics was a bit difficult”. For example, regarding booking of appointments, they had to find solutions to these questions: “How are we going to accommodate you in terms of time? Where do we book you? Do we book you on our system? Do we have a separate booking system for you?” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Lerato also noted that what contributed to making matters worse was the fact that the personnel were very busy, therefore at times were not able to give the psychology students “attention”, to help them address the above mentioned concerns (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

5.2.3 What steps were taken to implement the decision regarding the psychology service programme?

Person Z, one of the multi-disciplinary team members did most of the work initiating the implementation of the psychology service programme. Most of the participants gave credit to this individual as she played a major role to make sure that the programme was implemented at the Clinic. Person Z communicated with the University of Pretoria, Department of Psychology concerning bringing on board the psychology students. She conducted necessary meetings with the relevant stake holders, until the programme was officially implemented in 2009. One of the actions performed, according to Letlhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011), to make the decision to implement the psychology service programme, was to identify, together with the personnel at the Department of Psychology, the psychology
students who were able and willing to offer their services, as well as providing adequate space for therapy sessions.

I think that was done by person Z, we were not part of that. She was the person that made it possible (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

After deciding on that, then that’s when person Z consulted with the Psychology Department here (University of Pretoria) and spoke to the head of department to look at our problem and the challenges that we were facing. That’s where now the decision was made from both our side and the Psychology Department here at Tuks to involve the students. It was a nice thing. And that’s when also more ideas came forth- to help with the support group and also to help with the OT (Occupational Therapy) Department, in terms of developmental assessments could be done together with the psychologist (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

To be honest, person Z is the one who arranged everything. I think she even contacted the University as well. So she is the one who took the initiative. We were all there to say whether we agree or disagree. At the end of the day all the credit goes to her because she is the one who did the nitty-gritty details before the programme was implemented (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

…contacting the people who would be involved in the programme, identifying the psychology students who would come offer their services and also help the children, letting the immunology clinic know that you were coming, providing the adequate space for the therapy session in a confidential manner since it is such a touchy subject for anybody (Letlhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

5.2.4 What was your role?

Each participant had a vital role to play during the implementation of the psychology service programme. All the participants were part of the multi-disciplinary team, implying that they were part of the decision making process regarding the implementation of the programme.
Furthermore, they referred patients to the psychology students. Among other things, Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) reported to have identified patients who needed psychological intervention, as well as advised the psychology students on the list of activities appropriate for a certain age.

We kind of identified the patients that we felt needed therapy, so that was for the one set of the students who came. They gave us their numbers and we said, we will contact them if anyone comes up, and you were one of them. So that was for the children who needed therapy because of the emotional problems that they were having. And then the other group, we were involved in the process where they would give us a list of activities they wanna work on and we would advise them if they were appropriate or not, and say maybe try this or try that (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Lethhogonolo identified her role as:

…to identify when a care giver is stressed, depressed or in denial or when a child is stressed, depressed or in denial. And then what was easiest for me was seeing you from on site and introducing you personally and making that connection versus giving you a book and making the appointment. So my role was to identify patients specifically with high risks needs and that needed to be assessed on one to one bases (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

While Lesego, Lerato and Lesedi offered orientation, Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) provided orientation for the students. Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) and Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) orientated the patients about the psychology service programme. Lesedi was also part of the caregivers support group while Lerato was part of the adolescent support group. Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) reported to have been vocal about the needs of the adolescents. She even went to see the psychologist at the clinic, whenever things were not working out. She reported to have worked closely with person Z (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).
The other thing is that I think I offered a bit of orientation. I did orientation with the students (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Normally explaining to the patients beforehand what is going to happen… I also referred a lot of patients whom during my assessments with them, I could see that some of them needed psychological support… I was part of the caregivers support group, with the help of some of the counsellors and those who are working in the Department of Health, as far as the support group was concerned (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

In terms of, when we were talking about the adolescents clinic, that was my baby, that was the one thing I was passionate about when it started I was like I want to do this, I want this to happen and it happened. I was very vocal about the needs of the adolescents, as we needed the psychological services. And I had an idea of going to speak to our psychologist; I went there and spoke to her, whenever it was not working out. Person Z would come in more to help me communicate with the department… I was more involved in terms of the planning process and talking to the patients about the services and so on, referring the patients… (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

5.2.5 What are psychological services according to you?

When the programme was implemented there were issues surrounding referral. There was no sufficient clarity concerning what qualified a patient to see the psychology students. Other cases were clear but some were not. As Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained, “because it was a new service, nobody knew how it worked and how it supposed to be, and who is supposed to be referred and the referral process”.

At some point there was a suggestion that maybe every patient ought to be seen by the psychology students. Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) believed that it was because the support groups were not working, and “almost all the patients that we had seen experienced some kind of social problem which impacted on the medical management”.
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Also, it was noted that other problems that they (personnel) might not be able to pick up, may be brought to the attention of the psychology students during consultation (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Therefore, because of this, I (researcher) was interested in the understanding of the personnel regarding the psychological services.

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained that her understanding of psychological services was that it included counselling which dealt with providing education as well as support. Furthermore, it focused on helping patients with “deep emotional issues, psychological issues”. In her field, Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011), was not able to support her patients emotionally due to the pressure of time. There was frequently a long queue of patients which needed to be attended to at the end of the day. Moreover, dealing with the psychological aspect of the patients was not her field of expertise. She believed that the role of the psychologist was to help the patient understand the education that she had provided, to also enquire of the patients’ feelings regarding the information he or she has received, as well as to work through the patient’s issues (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

In addition, Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) stated that sometimes she could sense that a patient is experiencing difficulties but could not really put her finger on what the problem might be, as a result a psychologist was required “to get to the bottom of the problem”. Other times she felt that patients were not trustful towards her; hence did not open up. She reckoned that they (patients) thought that she did not have adequate skills to deal with their problems. Lastly, Lerato was aware that other psychological problems, presented physically, and because she is medically orientated, her focus was on the physical presentation, thus for her working together with the psychology students was more beneficial for her patients (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

…my understanding is that you are there to help with deep emotional issues, psychological issues that I cannot address, so meaning counselling. Counselling in terms of my understanding is providing education, providing support but sometimes (in my field of expertise) I don’t have the time to support that patient emotionally because there is a queue, I need to push the queue. So I believe a psychologist is there to sit with this patient and make them understand the education that I have given them. You know,
like taking the medication; how do they feel about it. They will put the two together and work with their issues. I believe that was what we required out of you in terms of psychological services. And also sometimes (during consultation), I’m sitting here with the patient, I can sense there is a problem but I can’t quite put my finger on what the problem is. I believe you guys had the experience to get to the problem without using too many tactics. Sometimes the patient doesn’t trust you (referring to herself) because they don’t think that you’ve got adequate tools to deal with their issues. And then somebody who talks to them on their psychological level- that’s when they can start opening up and then you get to the bottom of the problem. Sometimes the patient says I’ve got a pain and (being medically focussed) I wanna deal with the pain, meantime the pain is not just a pain. It’s a pain because of some deep rooted emotional problem… They may present with this problem which is a physical problem to me and my job is to address the physical problem. In the meantime it’s not a physical problem it’s a psychological problem. And I don’t have the skills to diagnose it as such (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) stated that her understanding of psychological services is that they attend to the “psychological impact or the condition, if a patient is traumatized even if they can’t cope”. She also explained that after her intervention, if she finds that the patient is still not coping, she will then refer for psychological services.

… attending to the psychological impact or the condition, if a patient is traumatised even if they can’t cope… after my intervention, if I see that the patient is not coping and there is no change with my intervention then I refer (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011)

Lebogang explained that her understanding of psychological services, was that it “has a lot to do with emotions especially and working with people more on a psychological aspect” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). The focus is on the society, as well as the reactions and feelings of an individual. She gave examples of individuals diagnosed with
cancer or those who have been raped; reporting that in such cases a psychologist will then intervene and assist the individuals by supporting them as well as equipping them with coping strategies. Lebogang also highlighted that among other things, psychological services involved family therapy and play therapy (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

…from my understanding it has a lot to do with emotions, especially and working with people more on the psychological aspect of a person. Also looking more on society and how someone would react to certain things, for a diagnosis of cancer for instance and how you would cope or use your coping strategies. So a psychologist would be able to assist you with that. If you were raped for instance a psychologist would again help you with coping strategies, help and support you, do some family therapy as well. So in terms of that, that’s my understanding of psychological services, and especially with play therapy because that’s what we wanted you guys to do… (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Lesedi felt that most of their patients were like friends to them, as they have seen them often times during consultations (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). They had developed a bond with their patients. According to Lesedi, these patients needed “someone who can be so close to them, so that they feel like offloading all their stresses”. They needed someone whom they knew for sure would assist them, and psychology students were the relevant people for such, hence, the multi-disciplinary team exhausted their resources as well as tried their best to support the patients by implementing the psychology service programme (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) continued to explain that not all the patients needed psychological services but fifty per cent of them did. She found that some of them would break down in tears when she spoke to them. It was evident to her that they needed to offload, as well as someone to listen to them. She emphasised that the best thing a person can
do for someone in that situation, “is to give a listening ear rather than always telling what you feel is right for them” (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

You know most, actually all our patients are like friends to us, so they really depend on us on how we treat them and they sort of bond with the people that they see every day more than they bond with their families, so they need someone who can be so close to them that they feel like you know taking off, offloading all their stresses on them and they know that for sure that they will get help. We tried our best to exhaust all the resources we have as far as the multi-disciplinary team is concerned, to get help for them and we try our best (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

5.2.6 What did the psychology service programme mean to you?

For Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) the programme meant a lot to her. When the idea of the implementation of the psychology service programme came about, she had this desire that the patients may find a space and a place where “they can voice out whatever frustrations” they experienced, as well as obtain counselling at the level of their understanding. That was her wish, especially for the adolescent patients (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lerato had hoped that the psychology students were going to be available for all the patients in the adolescent clinic (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). She felt that at that particular stage, “they meet up with a whole lot of challenges, not just with the illness but with life in general”. She believed that to be able to intervene medically and socially, they (personnel) needed to be able to comprehend their patients on a psychological level (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). She explained that “adolescents who are infected with HIV have a lot to deal with, a lot more than somebody who is not infected”. Knowing that they have a sexually transmitted disease, they are also faced with “boyfriend issues or girlfriend issues and sexual issues”. Lerato longed that the psychology service programme
could address such stressors before they became a problem in the adolescents’ lives (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Furthermore, Lerato wanted the programme to be a “prevention measure” as well as an educational tool, “addressing life skills and also empowering them (patients) in terms of giving them the confidence to deal with peer pressure, stigma and so on” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Lerato elaborated on how she had hoped that the psychology service programme would contribute in helping the adolescents to develop a healthy sense of self and acceptance of their condition, to a point where they would confidently educate their fellow friends about HIV/AIDS, “making sure that their friends know that, it is just an illness like any other illnesses and I’m not a risk to you as much as the next person is”. She wanted the patients to get across the message that “you can be my friend and love me as much as you love the (HIV) negative person, without having any prejudice against me” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lastly, according to Lerato, the programme was a way to make sure that when problems arose, there will be a place where they could find support, comfort and immediate intervention, since some of the patients have been suicidal in the past. Support groups were also meant to be a place where they can relax and be themselves rather than only about teaching life skills (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

To me it meant a lot. In my mind initially when the idea came about, I had this idea in terms of the adolescents, of having a place where they can voice out whatever frustrations and they can also get whatever counselling at their level with the psychological understanding for their level. That was the idea in my mind that we’d have a psychologist available, even though it was not just for patients who had problems per se. It was gonna be for all the patients in the adolescents clinic because I believe that as they get into that stage they meet up with a whole lot of challenges. Not just with the illness but with life in general. And understanding what is going on with them and being able to comprehend what was going on in terms of their psychology, would help them to deal with the medical part and social issues that they were facing. Because at the end, adolescents who are infected with HIV has a lot to deal with, a lot more than somebody who is not infected. They have to deal with boyfriend issues or
girlfriend issues and sexual issues. How are they going to deal with those when they know they have a sexually transmitted diseases? And that’s what is a stressor to them even though they wouldn’t voice it. That was something that I thought would be dealt with before it becomes a problem...It was a prevention measure, in a way it was supposed to be educational as well, addressing the life skills and so on and also empowering them in terms of giving them the confidence to deal with peer pressure and the pressure they get from other people, the stigma and so on… (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

To Leth hogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011), the psychology service programme “meant that someone cares about these kids”. In addition, it meant that someone has realised that HIV/AIDS affected all the areas of the child’s life. The whole lifestyle of a child changes when diagnosed with the HIV/AIDS disease, “it’s not just about going to a doctor and getting medication”. She reported that because there is medication available, children are no longer dying from HIV/AIDS even if they take their medication as per instructions (Leth hogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She felt that children were living complicated lives because of HIV/AIDS. Leth hogonolo’s view is that: “HIV nowadays doesn’t kill you directly, but it controls you, it completely engrosses your life”. Everything that the child does has to do with HIV/AIDS and these includes, “spending hours on the queues once every month if not more, taking medication twice a day, trying to get a hearing and caring from the caregivers”. These children has to live with a knowledge that this virus is “like a ticking bomb” inside their bodies (Leth hogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

It means someone cares about these kids and realizes that this particular disease, HIV affects the whole child. It’s not just going to the doctor and getting some medication. What I explain to a lot of folks is that nowadays with ARVs the children not dying, they are living more complicated lives. HIV nowadays doesn’t kill you directly, but it controls you, it completely engrosses your life. The children spend hours on the queues once every month if not more often, they’re taking medication twice a day, and they know that they have this virus that is inside them like a ticking time bomb. Trying to
get a hearing and caring from the care-givers, is such a core and main thing, it’s such a challenge (Letlhagonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesedi stated that the psychology service programme was of benefit to the personnel as well. They also consulted, got advice and were referred to relevant people (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Furthermore, Lesedi was satisfied with the help their patients received. She had observed during orientation that most patients, especially the adolescents were keen about the programme. They needed a space where they could feel free and open to discuss whatever difficulties they were experiencing, for example, peer pressure, stigma (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Most of them were staying with their relatives (aunts, grandparents, etc.), whom they could not open up to, since their parents were deceased. And at times it was the very same aunts and grannies discriminating against them. And according to Lesedi, the adolescents did get that space they longed for and utilised it (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

You know our adolescents; most of them don’t stay with their parents. Their parents have passed away, so they don’t feel free from talking to their relatives, their aunts or their grannies about their problems that they face especially when it comes to peer group pressure. If they feel they are not treated equally with their cousins and they don’t feel free to say whatever comes to their mind, especially because of stigmatization (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) indicated that the psychology service programme meant a lot to her, as well as being of a great relief to her. She hoped that the patients also felt the same way she felt about the programme. Lebogang believed that the programme was a “good thing” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). She commemorated it for providing emotional support, as well as activities for children while the awaiting to be serviced at the clinic. Instead of spending five hours on a queue doing nothing, they were kept busy which was helpful according to her (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).
It meant a lot to us, hopefully to the patients too…it was such a great relief for me… (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Well for me I thought it was a good thing, it was helpful in terms of providing emotional support, as well as the kids had something to do instead of them just lazing around and not getting any feedback when they were here. They spend about five hours sitting here, and it’s a long time, so it was something to keep them busy as well, with the activities also (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

5.2.7 Did you receive feedback from the cases you referred and what were the cases about?

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) did not remember the total number of the cases she referred, could only remember a few cases that were significant to her and she reported to have received “a good feedback with those particular patients”. The feedback she got was from both the psychology students and the patients. According to her there were “couple of successes”. From a medical perspective, it was easier to deal with patients who were more relaxed, that is after having received a psychological intervention, since they were more receptive to the treatment offered to them (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

I don’t remember but I can remember a few cases that were significant to me, there were three or four cases that I referred. I found that these issues needed to be addressed, without the psychological part being addressed then we ain’t gonna go anywhere with those patients, and I must say there was good feedback with those particular patients… (Feedback) from you guys and the patients and in terms of the improvement in the patients’ condition - there was an improvement in those patients. That helped a lot in terms of the management because whilst you (psychology students) deal with the psychological part it’s easy to deal with the medical part because now the patient
understand more and more, and the patient is more receptive of whatever management that you are offering then, because in terms of their stress level psychologically they’re more relaxed. So I think we had a couple of successes (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) remembered that she referred a patient at least once a week. “At least once a week, but I would just grab you and say or maybe not formally in your dairy book, but I would say please come, we must help this child”. She usually handed over the patient to the psychology students and rarely made appointments formally in the diary. It was easier for her to see the students on sight and to make referrals in that manner. Most of the cases she referred involved difficulties accepting the diagnoses, as well as non-adherence to medication (Lethogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She explained that often time’s patients experienced upset stomach due to the medication, therefore, they would stop taking it. Furthermore, once they became aware that the reason they take this medication is because of the diagnoses to this terrible disease, they then “think that their friends will make fun of them, thus discontinue the medication which leads to their condition becoming worse (Lethogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lethogonolo continued to explain the challenges that the adolescents patients encountered. They deal with bereavement due to the loss of their parents and worse of all they have to witness them die due to HIV/AIDS, knowing that they also have the same disease (Lethogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). They then “start wondering who they got the transmission from, is it mommy, or maybe from daddy?” What then followed were changes in caregivers, as they were looked after by their grannies or aunts. “This becomes overwhelming for them” thus a need for referral to the psychology service programme (Lethogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Mostly it was difficulties of accepting the diagnosis and complains that once the children know their diagnosis they become non-adherent. They don’t want to take the medication anymore. We call it teenager effect to chronic illness... These children
don’t want to feel sick, but they take these medicines every day, it upset their stomachs and once they hear that they have this terrible disease they think their friends are going to make fun of them. They stop taking their medicines and then it gets worse and later on their parents die. They grow up to witness their mom and dad dying of HIV and so now they start wondering who they got the transmission from, is it mommy, or maybe from daddy. They then have to be cared for by an aunt or granny. So changes in caregivers, from death to grieve, to loss of a family member for the younger children and then now the teenagers is living with grannies and aunties and having to know that they have this disease. It becomes overwhelming for them (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

The feedback that Lethhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) got was “not from the student. And feedback was that the children enjoyed them being there. “It was a great diversion from just sitting in a long hallway knowing you have to wait for hours to see the doctor. It really lightened the clinic’s load” (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Unlike Lethhogonolo, Lesedi received feedback from the psychology students (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She also witnessed the psychology students giving feedback to the parent/caregiver with the patient’s consent, on the progress and the intervention offered. According to Lesedi most problems were resolved (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Yes I did (received feedback from the psychology students), they tried their best to give feedback and would call the concerned parent with the teenager consent to come and give a feedback and how far we have went with the problem, most of the problems were actually solved” (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesego, similarly to Lethhogonolo, did not receive any feedback from the psychology students (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011). She was told that they wrote reports in the patients’ files but she has never seen them herself, in fact for her that was one of the challenges concerning the psychology service programme. She believed that the
appropriate way, was for the psychology students to write the report in the files and discuss the same report with whoever had referred the patient (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

The problem that I identified is that whenever we referred we were not getting like direct feedback, if we work as a multi-disciplinary team, we don’t just write reports and hand it over. We have to discuss about the report and the client (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lebogang reported to have received feedback from both the students who were working with the small children and those who were working with the adolescents (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). Though when the group that worked with children changed, she no longer received feedback. Those working with adolescents also stopped attending the multi-disciplinary meetings and she was not sure about their reasons for such. Lebogang used to be updated and informed in those meetings but because the psychology students were no longer attending, she did not know much of what was happening with the cases she referred or with the psychology service programme itself (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Furthermore, Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) also received feedback from the patients or the patients’ families. She recalled referring about ten cases and the feedback was good. The families reported the progress that came due to therapy and they (personnel) also witnessed the improvement due to therapy. For example, other children who had difficulties, who had attended therapy, did much better in school. She mentioned few cases which were resolved successfully due to therapy (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Well, I think in total it was about ten we gave you guys, the feedback was good, from the families involved, they felt it was beneficial and we actually saw with our perception, children that had difficulties that they were actually doing better in
school…one child was being abused, we suspected there was abuse, and then we found out that it was true and he ended up staying with his grandfather, as a result of that, we noticed that there was a deterioration in his school work but then when he started attending the psychological services, there was an improvement and the grandfather was very much happy because he then knew how to support and help the child, so that was the one kid. The other one was a little girl who just didn’t wanna do anything in therapy and we thought that she had some psychological problems and it wasn’t actually psychological problems, she just wasn’t used to us and she kind of clicked very well, with the psychologist and we ended up finding out that there was nothing wrong with her speech and we thought she couldn’t speak and she ended up speaking in the sessions, guess she just had a good approach and those were few we referred (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

5.2.8 How was your relationship with the psychology students?

Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) believed that her relationship with the students was very good; she reported to have learned from the students as well as enjoyed their company. She felt like they were her siblings. In addition, they had missed the psychology students (as they were no longer coming to the clinic during the time of the interview) and so did the patients (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Lebogang also reported to have had a good relationship, especially to the students who did therapy with the adolescents and children. As for the second group who were working more with children in a “play group”, they hardly knew who they were (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Lerato labelled her relationship to the psychology students as “fine”. She believed they got along well, and she had enjoyed their presence. She explained that maybe she could have tried a bit more by making use of the services the programme offered, but she like any other person, had her good and bad days. During her bad days, she just didn’t want to talk to anyone, never mind greeting anyone and even asking how they were. Lerato also felt that the
psychology service programme could have also benefitted the personnel as they deal with traumatic situations on a daily basis. Therefore, debriefing was a necessity for the personnel.

Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) described the psychology students, as a “very enthusiastic, very delightful group; focused and ready to interact with the children. Furthermore, Lesego stated that her relationship with the students was “cordial” (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

I think it was very good and I also learned a lot from the psychology students and I enjoyed their company, they are like brothers and sisters to us. We didn’t see them like you know people who are just coming to give and we don’t give back. We enjoyed their company, we actually missed them even our kids, they wanted those people who were playing with them and were teaching them a lot of things (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

The ones who were doing play therapy, I think we had a good relationship, the ones who were doing play groups, because they were always changing, we didn’t always knew who they were. We would see them take their stuff and go, so we never really knew them you know; these were the new students (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

Well, personally I think my relationship was fine. I didn’t have any issues. I think we got along well. I enjoyed like, whenever you (psychology students) were there whatever you had to offer I enjoyed it, I don’t know. I think I could have tried a bit more, to use you more but sometimes you know, you (referring to herself) just wanna get through the day and go home. And I think besides using you for the patients, it would have been nice also to have you guys helping us, with the staff as well. Because the staff as well deal with traumatic situations on a daily basis and you leave there and you go home. The next day even when you see people you just don’t wanna talk to them. So sometimes you guys would get there and I would sense that you feel that nobody is giving you attention. I would get those days as well where I just don’t wanna feel like saying hi, how are you, just not today. But I think, generally I think we got on well, I don’t know (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).
The students were very enthusiastic, very delightful group, focused, ready to interact with the children (Letlhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

It was cordial (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

5.2.9 Were there any challenges experienced and what were they?

According to the participants, there were few challenges experienced. Lebogang mentioned that, the fact that the Clinic did not accommodate all the multi-disciplinary team in one section posed a challenge (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). On clinic days (when patients came for check-ups and to fetch medication), they moved from the Clinic to the dietician and sometimes to the occupational therapists. All these professionals were in different sections of the Hospital. The psychology students had to somehow find a suitable time to see the patients in between seeing the above mentioned professionals (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). Lebogang believed having some sort of structure “would have made life easier”. She also felt that communication was an issue, especially with the second group of the psychology students who were working with children only. “If we knew who they were and if they came to us and asked when they needed help, that would have made a difference” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

On the clinic days it is a bit challenging because the patients are not in one place all the time, they are moving from one place to the other, from the ARV clinic to the dietician to us, if everyone was spaced in one, sort of like an intersection, the pharmacist, the dietician etc., it would make life so much more easier because the psychologist would not have to just pull out whoever was walking around and say okay you have done this, this is what you still have to do, or you can join the group now, there would be more structure. It is unfortunate that the ARV clinic doesn’t accommodate all the multi-disciplinary team in one section, if they did, it would have been far more better.” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).
Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) reported that two challenges were experienced. One was that the psychology students were not always available. Another was the issue of communication since the psychology students only wrote the reports inside the patients’ files without discussing the cases with the person who had referred those patients (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lethlogonolo identified the challenges as, “the space, the structure, more active involvement of the physicians to refer clients to you (psychology students), to know that you were there and how to reach you” (Lethlogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She noted that the psychology students were at Kalafong one day a week and during the school recess they were not available at all. According to her during school recess that is when their patients were more available, hence needed the students to be available then. She felt that they wanted more of the psychology students not “half” of them (Lethlogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

The space, the structure, more active involvement of the physicians to refer clients to you, to know that you were there and how to reach you. You were only there one day a week and during the school holidays you were off and that was when the kids were available. We want more of you not half of you (Lethlogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Also, Lethlogonolo articulated that arranging a consultation for psychological intervention to coincide with the date that the doctor had arranged for the same patient was difficult (Lethlogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) also raised the same issue, which appointment with the psychology students needed to be made the same day as the doctors’ check-up. She explained further that most of their patients are from a poor background thus transport costs had to be taken into consideration. Lethlogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) agreed as well as explained that there was a transport fund that was donated but the money would get finished. Sometimes she even took out money from her own pocket to help other patients.
We had transport money that was donated by a lot of churches because sometimes families borrow R10 from a neighbour to get here and they still gotta get home and they gotta pay their neighbour back. R10 to come to the doctor and bringing them home back. So we did run out of transport money last month. From time to time, I take out from my own pocket; look for some loose change (Letlhagonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lerato shared the same concerns as Lesedi and Letlhagonolo. The system worked in the manner that, all relevant professionals were to be seen in one day of consultation; therefore the psychological intervention also fell within that system (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). The fact that psychology students were available for consultation on Monday afternoons only was not feasible. It was not possible for clients after seeing doctors and collecting their medication, to sit and wait for the students to arrive in the afternoon. Most clients wanted to leave immediately after receiving their medication, since they had been in the clinic since in the morning (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

…one of the difficulties was arranging the visits with the psychologists to coincide with the visits that the doctor had arranged with the patients… So identifying those patients and setting up actual dates and visits with the psychology students was difficult (Letlhagonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

The problem that we encountered was that most of our patients are from a poor background, some couldn’t afford coming to see the psychologists and then to see the doctor. I think it would have been easier if you make the appointment on the same day that they are here for the doctor’s check-up (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

(Psychology students came at Kalafong on)…Mondays and in the afternoons only. It meant that it was difficult to get the patients at the times when you were there and also to get the patients to sit and wait, when they were booked. After they get their medication then nothing else mattered they just wanted to go home. So implementing the system was the difficult part. And also because it was a new service, nobody
understood how it worked and how it supposed to be and who is supposed to be referred and the referral process and that was another stumbling block. We had to work through that and I don’t think we got it right…“On the other hand, on the patients’ side, most of our patients came from like poor background, money was an issue, transport money was an issue. We had a transport fund and we tried to help wherever necessary but it could not accommodate them as much as we would have liked to, because the money came from sponsors whenever there was a sponsor so we would tell them, look if you come we would try to help, and sometimes we wouldn’t be able to meet that need and that frustrated the patients that “I can’t spend this money because this money is needed for other things” and I think that was another thing that would need to be addressed (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Furthermore, Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained that during the school recess, the psychology students did not avail themselves at all, and the personnel continued seeing clients as usual. They would then forget to refer some clients and since the problems remained unresolved, they would still get to face those same issues in the future. Another challenge that was not addressed was the issue of the programme’s administration which involved bookings etc. There was no-one responsible for that, according to Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011).

During holidays, you guys (psychology students) - whenever the schools were closed you’d also close. And sometimes that would be the times when we have the patients available because schools are closed, and then they are more willing to hang around…Sometimes we would we would want to refer patients but we would think we don’t know when they are available or they are on holiday and anyway it doesn’t matter we’ll see when they come and the next time when the patient comes you’ve forgotten about that referral and the patient also doesn’t remind you because they don’t see the need as well, and then the patient ends up not getting referred. Not that the problem has gone away but we are too busy focussing on other things than dealing with that psychological part which actually also impacts on the overall management of the patient. And then eventually it comes out again after few months the problem comes
again and we realize this patient by the way was supposed to have been referred. I think that was another thing that we were not doing very well. And also in terms of the booking, who was gonna deal with your administration, that was an issue that we did not address (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Moreover, according to Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) the fact that the doctors needed to see their patients once in three months while the psychological intervention needed regular consultations. Apparently other patients would complain of such. Contributing to that was the fact that most of the patients in the Clinic came from a poor background, therefore transport costs was a problem (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). There was a transport fund as Letlhogonolo explained, it was received from a sponsor but it was not sufficient to meet the needs of most of the patients (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lerato also pointed out another challenge being that because this was a new service, as well as a new programme at the Clinic, no-one understood how it worked, how it was supposed to be, who was supposed to be referred and what the referral process was (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). This was “another stumbling block” according to her. Also the patients did not understand the need for the programme; hence they did not honour their appointments. They needed to be explained to, that the psychology service programme “was good for them”. Lerato reported that other patients thought that the medical service alone was enough (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

…and also in terms of their management, make them understand that look this is good for you- the necessity in terms of your management. I think because it was a new service patients just thought what they needed was just the medical service, the medical intervention and they did not understand this psychological intervention. They just thought the doctor spoke to me and that’s good enough. And with the adolescents it was especially difficult because you need to be functioning at their level in terms of psychologically for them to understand and get the point and be able to honour the relationship (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).
In addition Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) noticed that the issue of space was a predicament—there was a limited number of offices in the Clinic. Space was a concern already among the personnel, therefore allocating an office for psychology students made matters worse, more so that the psychology students could not share an office due to the issue of confidentiality. Whenever the students had a patient to see, they would “start by running around looking for a room that is available” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lastly, Lerato believed that there was a loss of interest from the personnel’ side due to the above mentioned issues (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). At some point they concentrated more on the medical intervention and left the psychology students to deal with their issues on their own. She acknowledged the students’ frustrations as they (psychology students) dependent on them (personnel) for referrals. Other times they would refer and yet not make any follow-ups. Lerato expressed how difficult it was to implement the psychology service programme (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Well, now I think it’s still not working, I think there was loss of interest somewhere because of all the issues that were there that we couldn’t quite deal with, so there was loss of interest from especially from our side where we started concentrating more on our the medical part and we were like okay fine, let those ones deal with their issues (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

5.2.10 What are your views concerning the establishment of the support groups?

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) explained that the support group did not have members who were known to belong to the group, the attendance was poor, other patients felt that “I don’t need to be discussing my problems in a group” or “I don’t need to be in a group to address my problems” while others believed that being in a support group was a time waster or assumed that the support group was going to address issues that they
knew or already addressed and thus was not going to be helpful. According to Lerato, the support group was not successful and she suspected that the issue of stigma might have contributed to that (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Also the support group was designed to fit within the system at the Clinic; therefore it was an “open group” whereby members could go in and out even during the sessions (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). When patients were waiting to see whoever professional they needed to see, they were encouraged to wait while attending the support group, instead of being on the queue. Other patients were apprehensive due to this arrangement: “people would feel like well, if I go in that room and my name gets called then I’ll miss my turn and the next thing I’ll get to leave here late”. So they chose to be on the queue instead of attending the support group, even though they were assured that the personnel would come to fetch them from the group when it was their turn (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

The attendance was poor, we gave people an option, that okay there is a support group, there are people who will help you, while you are waiting can you go and attend. People would feel like well if I go in that room and my name gets called then I’ll miss my turn and the next thing I’ll get to leave here late. So I’d rather sit here and wait to hear my name being called so that I can be attended to and leave this place. So that was an issue we had to deal with. And it was difficult explaining…when your name gets called we’ll come there and fetch you, it was not getting through. They thought oh well they just wanna waste more of my time. And the other thing was that people thought well they’re just gonna talk about things that I know, and they are not going to help me anyway. And I think with the support groups there was still that issue of stigma so the patients felt, I don’t need to be discussing my problems in a group, so I don’t want to be in a support group (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Another encounter with the support group, for Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) was the fact that those who had attended still presented with the same issues that would have been addressed in a group setting. It seemed as if “people would just get there and sit
and listen, if they are listening and leave”. Lerato felt that the Clinic still did not have “proper support groups” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Lesego believed that the group formation phase was not conducted correctly, she felt that the patients were bombarded with “everything at the same time”. She reckoned that “we forgot that we are dealing with kids not adults (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Well, I don’t think it went well because I can tell you up to now we don’t really have proper support groups. The patients would be there, then there would be a talk there but we didn’t have like members that we knew that these members belong to the support groups and people would just get there and sit and listen and if they are listening and leave then, the next thing they present to me with the same problems that would have been addressed in the support groups. So I don’t think that went well (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

I think the formation, the group formation phase was not conducted correctly because it was like you were, we forgot that we are dealing with kids not adults. We wanted to bombard them with everything at the same time. I think that’s where we went wrong… We were not user friendly (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lethhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) thought that the support group may not have worked so well, because of the space. Also she mentioned that “some of the personnel didn’t understand that the students were there for the immunology clinic or understood what they were about”. She believed that the actual clinic did not recognize or realize the reason for the students’ presence. Lethhogonolo acknowledged that the few patients, who attended the support group, enjoyed themselves as well as learned a lot from it (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) believed that the support groups were unsuccessful due to lack of attendance also reported that, such caused disinterest to others. On the other hand she could not be sure if those who attended found them useful, since there were no questionnaires that rated the patients’ level of satisfaction (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).
It was because of the space… Some of the personnel didn’t understand that the students were there for the immunology clinic or understood what they were about… the actual clinic I don’t think understood why you were here…The few that came did enjoy themselves and learned a lot from it (Letlhgonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Because people promised that they were gonna be attending support groups and when meetings were taking place, some people came some people didn’t come. There was a loss of interest afterwards, it was like we spoke about it but then nobody did anything about it… with regards to the groups I can’t be 100% sure because there wasn’t any clients satisfaction questionnaires that I am aware of, that will give us an indication, if they were either happy or did they find improvements, something of that nature, I’m not sure about that. But with regards to that I just felt that the kids were occupied and they had something to do, but I think it could have been structured differently (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

5.2.11 Do you think that the psychology service programme met the needs of the Kalafong community?

Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) believed that the programme did make a difference in the community. According to her “we managed to get a lot of our patients and their caregivers to understand that we can also look at their psychological and the social part of their lives. Most gave consent to be assessed psychologically and we tried, really with our psychology students to get to the core of the problem” (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesedi also reported that even after the students no longer came at the Clinic, other patients still requested for their services (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011). She stated that they also profited as the personnel, “we also benefitted a lot from the psychology students, to the extent that we actually, I don’t know if we abused them or what. We wanted
to take all our problems even those that were simple. You were really of great help to us, I must say” (Lesedi, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lesego (personal communication, May 26, 2011) felt that there were no big changes brought forth by the programme, though it made a difference yet she still felt that we could have left something with them, for example, an established support group. She expressed herself by saying that “you came and left, and then I don’t think you left anything with us, when you left”. According to her, there were no highlights (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) held a view that “on a small scale, where we had the patients, and the time and the space, it did (make a difference)”. She felt that the programme benefitted some patients, especially those who required “intervention over a short period of time”. For those who needed intervention over a long period of time, the programme did not work for them, to such an extent that, they somehow got “lost” and would default their medical treatment (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Furthermore, Lerato thought that idea of play room where there were play groups and activities for children to be involved in was successful (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). The children were kept entertained and it also brought relief to the parents. Instead of sitting together with their children while waiting on the queue, they could have peace of mind, knowing that their children were safe and having fun while they themselves had the opportunity to interact with other parents. To the children, the benefits were that, they would look forward to coming to the clinic, as well as interact with other children; especially those who were not attending crèche. Lerato described the playgroup as having been pleasurable to the children (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Yes, on a small scale where we had the patients and we had the time and we had the space, it did (work). And I think especially on the level of the smaller children, with the playgroup and so on, it did because it helped and that is still continuing. The playgroup is still there it’s still helping, it keeps the kids entertained… some of the kids don’t even go to crèche so when they are there they get the opportunity to do something that other children do at crèche. They get to interact with the other children and it becomes more
pleasurable for them to be at the clinic so they start looking forward to coming to the clinic. And for the moms as well it’s a nice idea because instead of just sitting there with your child on your lap the whole day waiting to be serviced, knowing that your child is somewhere safe and being entertained. They also get to relax and they get to chat more, and they becomes more open about what is bothering them and also interacting with the other moms. It’ll get much, much easier for them to interact with the other moms because they didn’t have to be looking after the children for that time and so on. Regarding that, it went very well. And also in terms of the OT (Occupational Therapists) as well, helping the OT with assessment in terms of the developmental assessment, it helped a lot. And then with the support group, it worked for some patients and also it didn’t work for other patients at the support groups (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Also Lerato reported that, the programme did work regarding “getting the children to be more positive about their status from a younger age” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). Furthermore, she pointed out that “the idea of having you (students) available immediately worked very well” since the psychology students did not only see the HIV patients but also got referrals from the “general paediatric outpatient”. She also believed that it was of a great help to the OT (Occupational Therapy) section in terms of assessments. Lerato expressed that the team tried to get it right but it was not possible for all the patients (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Letlhogonolo thought that the programme did meet the needs of the Kalafong community (Letlhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011). The services were accessible and user-friendly. She also noted that “it opened up a new forum of team work”. According to her, intervention towards the patients involved every professional within the multi-disciplinary team, “it’s not just about a doctor prescribing medicine”, everyone else’s input matters considerably, including psychological intervention (Letlhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).
So having your services right there available weekly was very accessible, very user friendly. We’d like to have you back… the students who came on the heavy clinic day really helped the kids to work and cope better. The parents even say that they like to come to the doctor; they want to come to the doctor (Lethhogenolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

During heavy clinic days, the students were very helpful according to Lethhogenolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011). It delighted the children and assisted them to cope better. Some parents gave feedback that their children are starting to like “coming to the doctor”. Her highlights were when children asked to speak to one of the psychology students, as well as receiving feedback from the patient saying “she was really nice”. For her that was encouraging. Lastly, the psychology service programme brought forth a change and that is, space renovations (during the time of the interview, the clinic had been renovated and there were more counselling rooms/offices). Also according to her, the programme opened “a new forum of team work” (Lethhogenolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) believed that the needs of Kalafong community were met by the programme, especially for individual therapy whereby play therapy was also involved, but regarding support groups, she was not sure. She mentioned that if there were “clients satisfaction questionnaires”, such would give an indication of whether the patients were happy or not and if there was any need for improvement. With regard to the play group, she felt that “the kids were occupied and had something to do”. One of the honours group had asked for donations from a church and that was one of the highlights. “I think the one group, they used to do a lot of donations for the church and got sponsors from the church, they had gathered toys, that was a highlight, the kids were very happy about that” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).
5.2.12 What are your recommendations?

All the participants would like the psychology service programme to continue to exist at the Clinic despite the challenges that were experienced. Lesego recommended improvement on communication, availability of the psychology students- “there should always be someone standing in for referrals”, as well as sustainability (Lesego, personal communication, May 26, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) believed that the psychology service programme was a good initiative, done in the right way, as well as addressing the challenges it can yield good results. It can help not just the patients but the personnel as well. In addition, the psychology students can also benefit from it, in terms of acquiring experience. Lerato pointed out that for the programme to be as they hoped it will be, it’s going to require proper planning, attention, as well as availability of everyone involved (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011). She emphasized that the logistics also needed to be addressed. The patients also need to yearn for it and the services it offers, so that it can be of advantage to them. Therefore, she recommended that the patients be educated about the psychology service programme to help them see how the programme could be of benefit to them (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

I think if done the right way if it can be given the right time and the right place, it’s a good programme, it can work very well and it can help everyone not just the patients but for you guys as well it can give you a lot of experience in terms of the patients that you are gonna meet when you are practicing (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) recommended that the psychology students be available at the same time that patients are available. “…we need to make sure that we can we can make things easy for you so that you can become available, in terms of the patients-like if you can definitely provide transport” (Lerato, personal communication, June 23,
She suggested that the psychology students be available the whole day, not only in the afternoons. She referred to “unavailability” as a stumbling block. Lerato also raised the issue of the patients’ availability, which will need to be resolved, especially since the medical treatment only needed the patients to come to the clinic once in three months, while on the other hand the psychological intervention needed a regular consultation. She also suggested that transport money be made available to the patients, to make it easier for them to attend or honour their appointments (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Furthermore, another recommendation from Lerato was that the clinic should provide the psychology students with a space to work in (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011) Lerato also noted that “they (personnel) could have done better in terms of referral- “getting patients for you (psychology students)” but the issue of the students unavailability also hindered the process. Lastly, she suggested that the issue of the programme’s administration also be addressed (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

From our side I think in terms of making sure that when we were expecting you, we had space for you to work. I think that is very important because if we are expecting you to offer provide a service to help us then we were supposed to make sure that you are comfortable in the surroundings, and patients also feel comfortable, not when you get there and the patients is sitting there then you have to start running around looking for a room that’s available. That was the one thing that we could have done better, and the other thing we could have done better was in terms of referral, getting the patients for you (Lerato, personal communication, June 23, 2011).

Lethogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011) recommended visibility of the psychology students. For her what worked was seeing the students on sight, for example in the hallway, which reminded her to refer patients. She preferred taking the patients by hand and introducing them to the psychology students, verses making an appointment for them in the diary. She added that the students ought to do orientation so that the nurses and the sisters know that they are available. Moreover, she recommended that more follow ups be arranged,
as well as provide feedback to whoever had referred the patient (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lethhogonolo raised an issue of confidentiality, which during feedback sessions, there was a concern from the psychology students’ side regarding confidentiality, she explained that it was also their mandate to keep whatever is revealed about the patients confidential. She emphasized that the team consists of health care professionals; therefore it works a lot better to communicate about cases as a team. Lastly, Lethhogonolo recommended that all the support that the students provided to the patients should stay the same (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

I said often times we used to run into each other and just chat, so many kids come into the clinic. I would personally remember that you were there, when I see you there. In my own personal way, I have seen you being visible, right there in the hallway, right there saying good morning. So being more visible, having to do orientation, also for the sisters and the nurses to know that you are available. To add more follow-ups, to come to us and say, we saw that patient this week this is what we talk about, keeping everything confidential and not forgetting of course we’re all in the health care profession but it coordinates the team work a lot better to communicate about cases (Lethhogonolo, personal communication, July 25, 2011).

Lebogang (personal communication, May 27, 2011) recommended that the programme be structured differently, as she already explained when she reported about the challenges that were experienced. She also indicated a need for a “clients’ satisfaction questionnaire”, which will assist the team to be aware of the patients’ level of satisfaction as well as where could the programme or the support groups be improved (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011). She also expressed that she would appreciate if part of the services the programme offers was psychometric testing. Lastly she suggested that if it’s feasible, during clinic days, all the multi-disciplinary team should work in one section, as well as highlighted the importance of discussing cases together as a team (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).
…and also if you guys could also help us with psychometrics testing as well, especially for the school going kids, that would be wonderful… I think if we can liaise with person Z and try to say on the clinic days if the multi-disciplinary team can all be in one area and utilize the space in terms of that, I think that would work much better because we would now have that play area available in the Clinic, so it would make you guys’ life much more easier as well. And then if we had our meetings, multi-disciplinary meetings and we highlighted the child that we worried about emotionally, then we could always say, we worry about this child and apart from the counsellors, can we also get the psychologist to work with this child to help us out” (Lebogang, personal communication, May 27, 2011).

5.3 Second Interviews

Emails were sent to the participants, to further explore or clarify their initial data if they deemed it necessary to do so. Also, to assure if the data was correct, and that the transcripts reflected their experiences, as they communicated them. None of the participants responded to the email communication. Some were notified of the email via a telephone, others I could not access them via telephone.
5.4 CONCLUSION

In this Chapter findings of the results were presented. The findings indicate that the process of the implementation of the psychology service programme at the Clinic was complex. Other expectations were met while others were not. There were challenges experienced from the psychology students’ side, the Clinic’s as well as the patients. Furthermore, the findings also revealed areas where everyone involved can improve on, for the sake of the programme running smooth. Nevertheless, it seems the programme made a difference in the lives of the patients to some extent. Participants had similar, as well as different experiences during the implementation of the programme.

In the Chapter to follow, the discussion of the findings, limitations of the study, as well as the recommendations are presented.
CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This study intended to explore and develop an understanding of the experiences of the Kalafong personnel during the implementation of the psychology service programme at the Paediatric HIV Clinic. The aim of the study, as stipulated in section 1.4 of Chapter One, was to describe the personnel’s experiences, as well as allowing them to tell a story about the programme’s implementation. This study aimed not to evaluate the programme.

Research findings reflected the experiences of the personnel, as described by themselves. During analysis interpretive categories emerged that were extracted from the data were presented as questions. The results of the findings are discussed in this Chapter as well as the limitations of the study and the recommendations.

6.2 DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

Research findings indicated that the decision to implement the psychology service programme was made by the multi-disciplinary team at the Clinic. The team consisted of doctors, counsellors, social workers, a pastor, nurses, data captures, occupational therapists, dieticians, etc. Before the implementation of the psychology service programme, the multi-disciplinary team explored other options first. There was one psychologist at the Kalafong Hospital, and she was so busy that it was difficult for her to meet the needs of all the patients at the hospital. Patients from the Clinic had to wait long periods of time to be seen by her. That was not practical since in other cases patients were suicidal, therefore immediate intervention was necessary.
Furthermore, the team considered appointing the Clinic’s own psychologist but that was not possible. They also tried to involve the psychologists who were based at the local clinics but that also did not work, since some of the clinics did not have psychologists. They then decided that inviting psychology students to the Clinic, to assist the patients psychologically was the best option, hence the idea of the psychology service programme was then put into action.

The study explored the reasons for the existence of the programme at the Clinic at Kalafong Hospital and it found that the multi-disciplinary team identified the need for psychological intervention, more so during the time when some of the adolescent patients had discovered that they were HIV positive. The patients were struggling to cope with the reality of accepting the diagnosis, thus starting to be rebellious, as well as questioning their reasons for taking medication. The team realised that they “could have given their patients everything except the psychological part” as described by Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011).

As discussed on section 2.3 of Chapter Two, at the Clinic, most children were told of their status at the age of eleven by either their caregivers or the health professional worker or both. It was found that though according to the law disclosure should take place at age of twelve, children already asked questions regarding their reasons for taking medication between the ages of nine and ten. Section 2.3 of Chapter Two confirms that disclosure of HIV/AIDS status can cause stress and anxiety (Brown et al., 2000); therefore adequate support should be provided for the period following the disclosure.

The multi-disciplinary team were also worried about all the other factors that the patients were going to be exposed to once the disclosure of their HIV status, and that included the issue of stigma. As discussed in section 2.4 of Chapter Two, stigma promotes emotional distress in people living with HIV/AIDS (Gonzalez et al., 2009). Section 2.5 of Chapter Two indicated that other studies found that HIV stigma was responsible for poor medication adherence with regard to adolescents. Patients feared that friends or family members may discover their status and reject them, when witnessing them taking their medication (Martinez et al., 2012). This was also the case at the Clinic, other patients were not willing to take their medication as prescribed, even after the team had intervened, thus the need for psychological services was acknowledged.
It was also imperative to note that not only the HIV positive patients were faced with issues of disclosure and stigma but also the caregivers. Murray (2010) explains that caregivers also found themselves in the same position as those infected with HIV/AIDS with regard to stigma, as well as disclosure. Hence, the team at the Clinic also wanted the psychology service programme to address the needs of the caregivers. According to the findings, part of what was expected from the programme was the establishment of the adolescent, as well as the caregivers, support groups. It seemed that the support groups did not take off as expected. The findings indicated that the formation phase was not necessarily conducted correctly, as well as having limited space within the Clinic.

Furthermore, poor attendance, lack of interest from the patients, the issue of stigma, as well as lack of understanding the benefits of a support group, contributed. According to Galinsky and Schopler (1995), environmental resources and constraints have an impact on the initial formation of the support groups, as well as their development over time. Factors such as screening procedures, transportation, institutional barriers, conflicting organisational priorities and other demands on the participants’ time may affect group activity, as well as outcomes. This was the case at the Clinic.

The study found that other expectations from the psychology service programme were individual therapy, play group, as well as play therapy. Moreover, the programme was also expected to assist at the occupational therapy section. The team had hoped that their patients were going to be assisted in terms of counselling, provision of education, as well as emotional support since that was their understanding of what psychological services were about. They had anticipated that their patients were going to feel free and open to utilise those services.

The study also indicated that though the multi-disciplinary team took the decision to implement the programme, person Z played a major role in taking all the necessary steps to make sure that the programme became a reality. Person Z was the Manager of the Clinic during the implementation of the psychology service programme. Each participant played a vital role and that included referrals to the psychology students, orientation, as well being part of either the adolescent or caregiver support group.

Once the participants referred a patient to the psychology students, it was found that the personnel had expected feedback. Other participants did receive feedback from the
psychology students either verbally or written. Others received the feedback only from the
patients or both (students and patients). The necessity for communication in terms of sharing
feedback about the patients among the multi-disciplinary team was highlighted in this study.
It seemed that the relationship between the participants and the psychology students was
good and professional, overall.

The research findings further revealed that the idea of the psychology service programme
meant a lot to the participants. It also brought relief and was a way of providing a safe place
for patients to offload their stressors, as well as find support, comfort and immediate
intervention. Once the programme was implemented, some participants shared their
experience of the programme as having made a difference on a small scale. Some thought
that it totally made a difference to the community of Kalafong, while others were somewhere
in the middle. Nonetheless, the study noted the challenges that were experienced during the
implementation, as well as the highlights.

Availability of the psychology students seemed to be the greatest challenge, they were only
available few hours during the week, and that was when most of the patients had already left
the Clinic. During school recess when most patients were available, as well as not in a hurry
to go home, the students were not available as they also were on recess. It appeared that
during that period the programme also lost momentum. Another participant reported that for
her it was easier seeing the students on sight because then she could take a patient by hand
and introduce to a student. That was an easier way for her to refer patients.

Another challenge pointed out by the study was the issue of arranging psychological
consultations to coincide with the same date for other consultations, that included the doctor’,
dietician, pharmacy, etc. The latter consultation usually took place after two or three months,
differing from case to case, while the psychological intervention needed regular intervention
meaning patients ought to be seen on a weekly or fortnight basis. That raised another
challenge which was the issue of poverty.

Most patients could not afford to go to the Clinic on a regular basis (weekly or fortnightly).
For some it was even difficult to go on a two/three month basis, hence there was a transport
fund that was received from a sponsor, but it was insufficient to cover the needs of all the
patients. These findings were consistent with previous studies. In section 2.5.11 of Chapter
Two, Kagee (2008) confirms that poverty affects adherence, as funds for travelling to the
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ART clinic may not be available, and transport problems may be experienced as well as the need to take time off work without pay to attend Clinic appointments.

The research findings also indicated another challenge being the issue of space. There were not enough offices to accommodate the psychology students. When the students had a patient to see they had to look around first for an open office. And due to the issue of confidentiality they could not share offices. Furthermore, the issue of the structure and logistics were highlighted. Somehow the psychology students had to figure out when and how to see the patients in the midst of their other consultations. Lastly, due to all the other challenges experienced, it seemed the personnel somehow lost interest in resolving the issues affecting the psychology service programme; instead they focused on the medical intervention which was their field of expertise. In addition, at the time of the interviews, the psychology service programme was no longer functioning, as the psychology students were no longer going to the Clinic for their practicals.

The study found that even though challenges had been present, the participants wanted them to be resolved and for the psychology service programme to continue to exist. Another participant reported that the programme brought changes in terms of the space. During the time of the interviews, there were more offices in the Clinic. Lerato (personal communication, June 23, 2011) felt that it can also be of benefit the personnel, while Lesedi (personal communication, July 25, 2011) believed that it was of great help to them as the personnel. It seemed some personnel utilised the services offered while others did not. The programme was commemorated for being successful with play groups, as well as with cases that needed brief counselling.

It seems as if the relationship between the patient and the health worker at the Clinic was good. Section 2.5 of Chapter Two, highlights that one of the factors which relates to adherence, is the latter relationship (Van Dyk, 2005). The study found that the personnel at the Clinic really tried to make the programme to be of benefit to their patients.

It appears that the implementation of the programme was not an easy process. There were few challenges that needed to be addressed, as well as few successes that needed to be celebrated. As one of the participants reported, this was a new programme, a new service; no one knew how it was supposed to work and how to go about it. This study exhibited a mutual
feeling that the implementation of the psychology service programme was a good initiative and ought to be continued at the Clinic.

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This section will address the limitations of the study. These are the following:

6.3.1 Sampling and inclusion criteria

A limited number of participants were chosen for this study due to the fact that the population I had to choose from was limited. Even though the aim was not to generalise, a bigger number could have contributed towards a deeper and richer meaning of the participants’ experience. The honours as well as the master’s psychology students should have been included in this study, to capture the overall picture of the implementation of the programme but due to the scope of this mini dissertation they were not included.

6.3.2 Duration of the study

The psychology service programme was officially implemented in 2009. The interviews were conducted in 2011, during the time when the programme had been withdrawn from the Clinic. The participants had to provide a detailed version of the events leading to the implementation, as well as during the implementation. Some of the participants did not even remember exactly when the programme was implemented. The process of remembering and retrieving information from the memory may have limited the research findings.

Furthermore, I, the researcher had an agreement with the participants that I was going to conduct the second interviews for member checks, whereby I was to send them the analysed data via email and then expect a reply via email. This was to confirm if the analysed data
reflected their experiences properly and assure if the data was correct. I did send the emails, and contact others via telephone, to make them aware of the emails but none responded. The participants that I could not access via the telephone were still sent the emails with the transcripts attached. This may have affected the credibility of the research findings. I suspect one of the reasons they did not respond is because it has been almost two years since the first interview.

6.3.3 Method of analysis

I struggled with Labov’s methods of analysis. It left me with decisions to make regarding the style and form of presentation of the data. I found myself reporting data in a way that made sense to me, instead of following the method of analysis exactly as it was. For example, I presented both the “core narrative” as well as the “soul of the narrative” together, whereas the Labovian method separates the two (Section 4.3.3 of Chapter Four). This may have made the process subjective.

6.3.4 Role of the researcher

Both the honours and master’s psychology students took part in the psychology service programme and our duties were different. Having reflected on my role as the researcher, I think because I was a master’s student, I may have expressed more interest on the role of the master’s students during the implementation of the programme. Furthermore, the fact that I was part of the implementation of the programme, may have affected my objectivity.
6.4 STRENGTHS OF THE STUDY

The study had limitations as well as strengths. Having been part of the implementation of the psychology service programme, I had established good rapport with the participants. This had encouraged the participants to feel free, open and honest during the interviews. In terms of communication it was also easier, as I had access to their contact details.

This study can assist institutions of higher learning, as well as hospitals in the design and implementation of future programmes. This programme is of value to communities as it addresses core issues (for example, stigma, medication adherence, peer pressure etc.) pertaining to HIV/AIDS.

Furthermore, it seems that this programme also facilitated change at the Clinic. As reported by Letlhogonolo (personal communication, July 25, 2011), the programme introduced a new forum of team work. In addition, due to the issue of limited space that became a challenge during the implementation of the programme, the personnel saw it fit to renovate the Clinic and add more offices.

6.5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The study found that the multi-disciplinary team had identified the need for the adolescents as well as caregivers to obtain emotional support as well as sharing of information within a group setting. The findings further revealed that there was little success with the support groups and the contributing factors were poor attendance, lack of interest from the patients, the issue of stigma, as well as lack of understanding the benefits of a support group among other things. There is a need for future studies to investigate specifically adolescents as well as caregivers support groups with regard to HIV/AIDS.
Also the study was consistent with previous studies, indicating that due to poverty, most patients could not access medication as well as other interventions contributing to their well-being. Evidently there is a need for further investigation into this predicament and ways to resolve such.

Future studies to consider identifying, monitoring and evaluating other programmes as the psychology service programme, so as to provide more information on what works and what does not work.

Lastly, to conduct a comparative study of the experiences of the psychology students, with experiences of the personnel at the Clinic.

6.6 CONCLUSION

The study aimed to allow the personnel at the Clinic to tell the story of the implementation of the psychology service programme. The participants demonstrated their eagerness to report on their experiences by sharing their thoughts, feelings, details, perceptions, views as well as what the programme meant to them. It appeared there were challenges and highlights during the process of the implementation nevertheless data revealed that the programme had made a difference to the community of Kalafong to a point that all the participants asked that they wish and hope that the psychology service programme can continue to exist at the Clinic.

In this Chapter, I discussed the research findings, the limitations as well as the strength of the study. Furthermore, recommendations were provided.
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INTERVIEW GUIDELINES

The experience of implementing a psychology service programme at a Paediatric HIV Clinic.

1. How did the decision to implement psychological services in the clinic come about?

1.1. What happened that encouraged/ motivated such a decision to be made?
1.2. Were you part of the decision-making team?
1.3. What needs were supposed to be met by this programme (psychology service)?
1.4. What did the team have in mind, when they decided to make such a decision?
1.5. When was this decision made?

2. What steps were taken to implement such a decision?

2.1. Can you tell me more about what actions were taken to make the decision a reality?
2.2. What happened during the implementation of the psychology service programme?
2.3. How was the process for you?
2.4. How did the picture of having psychology service programme look like to you?
2.5. How does it look like now?

3. What has been your role during the implementation of the psychology service programme?

3.1. How involved have you been in this programme?
3.2. What is your role?
4. What has been your experience of the implementation of psychology services programme?

4.1. Ever since the psychology service programme was implemented, how has it been for you in the clinic?

4.2. How has the programme been like for you?

4.3. What does this programme mean to you?

4.4. Can you find a metaphor to describe it for me?

4.5. Are there any particular changes in the clinic that you like that were brought forth by this programme? If yes, what are they?

4.6. Are there any particular changes in the clinic that you dislike that were brought forth by this programme? If yes, what are they?

4.7. What are your impressions about this programme?

4.8. What conclusions have you drawn about the programme?

5. What is your understanding of psychological services?

5.1. What are psychological services about according to you?

5.2. How would you describe them to someone who has never heard about them?

5.3. When would one need to refer a patient for psychological services?

5.3. Have you ever referred, if so how many cases and what were the cases all about?

   Please do not mention names.
6. What has been your experience of the psychology students?

6.1. How was your relationship with the students like?
6.2. Have you ever referred a patient to them and did you get feedback?

7. How has this programme met the needs of the Kalafong community according to you?

7.1. In what way?
7.2. What motivates you to say that?

8. What challenges did you face during the implementation of the psychology service programme?

8.1. How was it like, experiencing them?
8.2. How were they resolved?

8.3. What did you learn from them?

9. What have been the highlights of implementing the psychological services?

9.1. Can you tell me more about them?
9.1. How were they celebrated?
10. If you had to implement this programme again, how would you go about it?

10.1. What would remain the same in your view?

10.2. What would you change?

10.3. Are there any improvements that you can think of that needs to be made on the programme?

10.4. Where to from here, according to you?

10.5. What does the future look like for this programme according to you?
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LESEGO’S TRANSCRIPT

How did the decision to implement psychological services in the clinic come about? (0:23)

1. We identified the need AB
2. And then we were trying to get a fulltime psychologist CA
3. it was not possible because, there was no post for that OR
4. and the FPD (Foundation for Professional Development) tried to appoint one for us CA
5. but unfortunately that was also not possible

What encouraged/ motivated the decision to implement the psychology service programme? (1:10)

6. We were having children who were emotionally traumatized OR
7. and then those who were not coping with the diagnoses CA
8. and then those who were not willing to take the medication correctly CA
9. even after our intervention

What was expected from the psychology students? (1:37)

10. Okay we thought you were coming
11. to attend to the psychological aspects of the HIV diagnoses OR
12. yah, that was actually what we wanted you to do OR
When was this decision to implement the psychology service made? (1:54)

13. I can’t remember

What steps were taken to implement the psychology service programme? (2:04)

14. Okay, I think that was done by *Person Z OR
15. we were not part of that OR
16. She was the person that made it possible OR

How did the picture of having psychology service programme look like to you? (2:21)

17. To me it was a great relieve EV
18. because I needed to have more time with patients attending to the (other) problems EV
19. but the psychological part was a problem EV

Was there a difference once the programme was implemented? (2:41)

20. Yah there was a difference EV
21. because I have been referring a lot of patients EV

What was your role? (2:55)

22. The other thing is that
23. I think I offered a bit of orientation EV
24. I did orientation with the students EV
25. Even though it’s seems little EV
Ever since the psychology service programme was implemented, how has it been like for you, at the clinic? (3:21)

26. The problem that I identified is that whenever we referred EV
27. we were not getting like direct feedback EV
28. if we work as a multidisciplinary team EV
29. we don’t just write reports and hand it over EV
30. We have to discuss about the report and the client EV

So you were not receiving feedback from the psychology students? (3:43)

32. Yes, we were only getting..
33. in fact I was told that there were reports in the files EV
34. but I did not see them EV

What does this programme mean to you? (4:13)

35. Yah it meant a lot to us EV
36. hopefully to the patients too EV
37. Like I indicated it was such a great relief for me EV

Were there any particular changes that were brought forth by the psychology service programme? (4:53)

38. No, I don’t think there were big changes EV
39. because you came and left EV
40. and then I don’t think you left anything with us, when you left CA
What is your understanding of psychological services? (6:09)

41. attending to the psychological impact or the condition EV
42. if a patient is traumatized even if they can’t cope EV

When would one need to refer a patient for psychological services? (6:23)

43. Okay, after my intervention EV
44. if I see that the patient is not coping EV
45. and there is no change with my intervention CA
46. then I refer (RE)

How was your relationship with the students like? (6:45)

47. It was cordial EV

What challenges did you experience during the implementation of the psychology service programme? (7:31)

48. The challenges that we experienced OR
49. is that you were not always available EV
50. that’s one challenge we had CA
51. the second one it’s like I indicated, the communication EV
52. You only wrote reports EV
53. and then you did not communicate with the person who referred CA/ EV
Was there anything that stood out that would make you remember the psychology service programme? (8:39)

54. I wouldn’t say that but I can recommend something EV
55. if you had the, maybe like group sessions EV
56. we were definitely going to feel that you are no longer with us EV

What do you think went wrong with the support groups? (9:04)

57. we were distracted by the strike, remember EV

What happened before the strike since the support groups started before the strike? (9:18) and (9:47)

58. Okay, no I remember EV
59. I think the formation, the group formation phase was not conducted correctly EV
60. because it was like we forgot that we are dealing with kids not adults EV
61. We wanted to bombard them with everything at the same time EV
62. I think that’s where we went wrong EV

(9:47)

63. We were not user friendly EV
If we had to implement the psychology service programme again, how should we go about it? (10:10)

65. Improve communication EV
66. and then, you must not go all of you EV
67. You mustn’t be unavailable the whole lot EV
68. There must be someone standing in for referrals EV
69. and then sustainability EV

Is there anything that should remain the same? (11:13)

70. we must always have Honours students EV
71. Were you Masters, Masters students EV
LEBOGANG’S TRANSCRIPT

What encouraged/ motivated the decision to implement the psychology service programme? (0:09)

1. With the teenagers, there was a need AB
2. and we felt that there was a need OR
3. as we needed someone to be here to support them OR
4. And also we found out that
5. some of the kids had other issues which had to be dealt with OR
6. in order for them to function optimally OR
7. That’s the reason we felt a psychologist for them OR
8. would definitely be beneficial for the department OR
9. because there’s so much that a person can take in OR
10. when they are diagnosed with something like HIV OR
11. so they need our support throughout so that they can function adequately OR
12. as a results we had to call you to know what’s going on OR
13. in terms of how other will react towards you (patient) OR
14. once they get to know about your diagnoses OR
15. and how to get the skills necessary to be assertive CA
16. and to deal with different situations CA
17. so that you can function in a normal environment OR

What was the picture that you had in mind concerning the programme? (1:38) and (3:20)

18. Well, we were first thinking about the support groups that we get help OR
19. I guess the aim was more to work with the adolescent children OR
20. The younger ones we just thought of more like, being informal like a play group OR
21. Because obviously they wouldn’t understand what their condition is as yet OR
22. and some of them don’t even know what is happening to them CA
23. and why they have to be on medication CA
24. And their moms maybe tell them that it’ll make your body stronger or whatever it is CA
25. so when they are young they are not really aware OR
26. but with the adolescents OR
27. we just felt that the support groups were going to be beneficial OR

(3:20)

28. The picture I had in mind was the play therapy approach for the kids EV
29. and I thought that would help them EV
30. but then what happened was not actually that EV
31. it ended up being a very informal group EV
32. and some of the children who were walking around CA
33. were called to join in on the activities EV
34. so it ended up being a play group instead of a play therapy EV

When was the decision made? (2:33)

35. Three years ago
Can you tell me more about the steps that were taken to make the decision a reality? (2:42)

36. Well, to be honest with you person Z is the one who arranged everything thing OR
37. I think she even contacted the university as well OR
38. So she is the one who took the initiative OR
39. We were all there to say whether we agree or disagree OR
40. At the end of the day all the credit goes to her EV
41. because she is the one who did the nitty-gritty details  EV
42. before the programme was implemented EV

How were you involved? (4:05) and (4:15)

43. We kind of identified the patients that we felt needed therapy OR
44. so that was for the one set of the students who came OR
45. They gave us their numbers and we said OR
46. we will contact them if anyone comes up OR
47. and you were one of them CA

(4:15)

48. So that was for the children who were needed therapy OR
49. because of the emotional problems that they were having OR
50. And then the other group CA
51. we were involved in the process OR
52. where they would give us a list of activities they wanna work on OR
53. and we would advise them if they were appropriate or not CA
54. and say maybe try this or try that CA

**Did you ever get feedback? (4:54)**

55. Yes, he (in the honours group) was the one who gave us feedback OR
56. and as soon as he left there was none CA
57. What happened was that our store room OR
58. was used for the stuff that they used in the groups OR
59. so we would only see them when they came to collect or return them OR
60. so we never really had feedback afterwards OR
61. That was the first year OR
62. With the masters, the group were more like giving us feedback, informing us OR
63. they were attending meetings as well OR
64. whereas last year that wasn’t happening OR
65. I don’t know what was happening there OR

**Ever since the program was implemented here, how has it been at the clinic? (5:25)**

67. Well at the moment it’s currently not being implemented EV
68. But I thought it was nice to have it EV
69. it was good to have it EV
70. and is something that we keep looking forward to have in the future as well EV
71. It was something that the kids looked forward to as well EV
What did the program mean to you? (6:17)

72. Well, for me I thought it was a good thing EV
73. it was helpful in terms of providing emotional support EV
74. as well as the kids had something to do EV
75. instead of them just lazing around EV
76. and not getting any feedback when they were here CA
77. They spend about five hours sitting here EV
78. and it’s a long time EV
79. so it was something to keep them busy as well EV
80. with the activities also EV

What is your understanding of the psychological services? (6:59)

81. From my understanding it has a lot to do with emotions especially EV
82. and working with people more on the psychological aspect of a person EV
83. Also looking more on society and how someone would react to certain things EV
84. for example, for a diagnoses of cancer for instance EV
85. and how you would cope or use your coping strategies CA
86. so a psychologist would be able to assist you with that EV
87. if you were raped for instance EV
88. a psychologist would again help you with coping strategies EV
89. help and support you EV
90. do some family therapy as well EV
91. so in terms of that, that’s my understanding of psychological services EV
92. and especially with play therapy because that’s what we wanted you guys to do CA
93. so I am aware of what you guys do EV

**Do you remember how many cases you referred to us? (7:55)**

94. Well, I think in total it was about ten we gave you guys EV
95. the feedback was good V
96. from the families involved, they felt it was beneficial EV
97. and we actually saw with our perception CA
98. children that had difficulties that they were actually doing better in school EV

**Do you remember what the cases were about? (8:22)**

99. One child was being abused, we suspected there was abuse OR
100. and then we found out that it was true CA
101. and he ended up staying with his grandfather, as a result of that CA
102. we noticed that there was a deterioration in his school work OR
103. but then when he started attending the psychological services OR
104. there was an improvement and the grandfather was very much happy OR
105. because he then knew how to support and help the child OR
106. so that was the one kid OR
107. The other one was a little girl who just didn’t wanna do anything in therapy OR
108. and we thought that she had some psychological problems CA
109. and it wasn’t actually psychological problems CA
110. she just wasn’t used to us OR
111. and she kind of clicked very well with the therapist ,with the psychologist CA
112. and we ended up finding out that there was nothing wrong with her speech CA
and we thought she couldn’t speak CA
and she ended up speaking in the sessions CA
guess she just had a good approach OR
and those were few we referred CA

How was your relationship with the students? (9:32)

The ones who were doing play therapy EV
I think we had a good relationship EV
the ones who were doing play groups EV
because they were always changing EV
we didn’t always knew who they were EV
We would see them take their stuff and go EV
so we never really knew them you know, these were the new students EV

Do you think the programme met the needs of the community of Kalafong? (10:07)

Well, I think it did EV
especially the play therapy part EV
for me I thought it did EV
because we saw a difference in the children EV
that’s more for individual therapy EV
With regards to the groups I can’t be hundred percent sure EV
because there wasn’t any clients satisfaction questionnaires that I am aware of EV
that will give us an indication EV
if they were either happy or did they find improvements EV
133. something of that nature, I’m not sure about that EV
134. But with regards to that I just felt that the kids were occupied EV
135. and they had something to do CA
136. but I think it could have been structured differently EV

Any challenges experienced? (10:54)

137. On the clinic days it is a bit challenging EV
138. because the patients are not in one place all the time EV
139. they are moving from one place to the other EV
140. from the ARV clinic to the Dietician to us EV
141. if everyone was spaced in one EV
142. sort of like an intersection EV
143. the pharmacist, the Dietician etc. EV
144. it would make life so much more easier EV
145. because the psychologist would not have EV
146. to just pull out whoever was walking around EV
147. and say okay you have done this CA
148. this is what you still have to do EV
149. or you can join the group now EV
150. there would be more structure EV
151. It is unfortunate that the ARV clinic doesn’t accommodate EV
152. all the multidisciplinary team in one section EV
153. if they did, it would have been far more better EV
154. I think communication as well EV
155. with the other students, the ones working in the play group EV
156. if we knew who they were EV
157. and if they’ve come to us and ask if they needed help CA
158. it could have made a difference EV

What do you think went wrong with the support groups? (15:23)

159. Because people promised that they were gonna be present at the support groups OR
160. and when meetings were taking place CA
161. some people came some people didn’t come OR
162. There was a loss of interest afterwards EV
163. it was like we spoke about it but then nobody did anything about it EV
164. But then this year the social worker said she’s gonna do it again EV

Any recommendations? (13:30) and (14:16)

165. I think if we can liaise with person Z EV
166. and try to say on the clinic days if the multidisciplinary team can all be in one area CA
167. and utilize the space CA
168. I think the problem would work much better EV
169. because we would now have that play area available in the clinic EV
170. it would make you guys’ life much more easier as well EV
171. And then if we had our meetings, multidisciplinary meetings CA
172. and we highlighted the child that we worried about emotionally CA
173. then we could always say, we worry about this child EV
174. and apart from the counselors CA
175. can we also get the psychologist to work with this child to help us out EV
176. and if you guys could also help us with psychometrics testing as well CA

177. especially for the school going kids, that would be wonderful EV
LESEDI’S TRANSCRIPT

What encouraged/ motivated the decision to implement the psychology service programme? (0:26)

1. During the assessments of most of our patients AB
2. we realized especially for the adolescents and the caregivers OR
3. that most of them needed psychological support OR
4. so we decided to use the opportunity OR
5. that we had with our psychology students, including the play therapy OR

What exactly did you have in mind that the students should do? (1:03)

6. We wanted to assess our patients in totality OR
7. you know mentally, physically and look at their social circumstances OR

What steps were taken to make the decision of involving the psychology students, a reality? (1:36)

8. We normally hold our two weekly meetings OR
9. where we find that as the multi-disciplinary team OR
10. nurses, data captures, counsellors, occupational therapists, dieticians OR
11. we could have given them everything except the psychological part OR
12. That one we could not fulfil for all the patients OR
13. and as such we had a lot of defaulters that could not give their reasons to us CA
14. except that we did not have the expertise of getting OR
15. you know digging out all the problems that they had OR
16. especially the psychological part OR

**How was the process of implementation for you? (2:30)**

17. We managed to get a lot of our patients and their caregivers OR
18. to understand that we can also look OR
19. at their psychological and the social part of their lives OR
20. most of them gave consent to be assessed psychologically OR
21. and we tried EV
22. really with our psychology students to can get to the core of the problem EV

**How did the picture of having psychological services look like in the beginning? (3:22)**

23. Well we wanted our patients to feel comfortable with us OR
24. that whatever they tell us OR
25. or it involves their lives OR
26. or it is involved in their lives OR
27. is not going to be published anywhere OR
28. and that it is for their own good OR
29. so that we can really look after them properly OR
30. and especially because most of them are depressed CA
31. they haven’t disclosed OR
32. they don’t trust anybody OR
33. but we reassured them as far as the psychology problem was consent OR
34. we could really help them a lot EV
35. and they really appreciated our help in that regard EV
Did the patients accept the idea of the psychology service programme? (4:12)

36. They did EV
37. most of them EV
38. because we premeditated them OR
39. we told them that we are going to get a program OR
40. that will help you even for your kids OR
41. that they can be free with us OR
42. things that they could not tell their caregivers EV
43. they were free with the psychologists EV
44. because they have the expertise of talking to them EV

What was your role? (4:41), (5:40) and (5:57)

45. Normally explaining to the patients beforehand what is going to happen EV
46. if they need any help EV
47. it has been of, really a great influence to our patients EV
48. that they did buy into it, to this psychology programme EV
49. especially you know our adolescents EV
50. most of them don’t stay with their parents OR
51. their parents have passed away OR
52. so they don’t feel free talking to their relatives, their aunts or their grannies OR
53. about the problems that they face OR
54. especially when it comes to peer group pressure OR
55. If they feel they are not treated equally with their cousins OR
56. and they don’t feel free to say whatever comes to their mind CA
57. especially because of stigmatization OR

58. It was a success, really! EV

(5:40)

59. I also referred a lot of patients whom during my assessments with them EV

60. I could see that some of them needed psychological support EV

(5:57)

61. Yes I was part of the caregivers support group EV

62. with the help of some of the counsellors EV

63. and those who are working in the Department of Health CA

64. as far as the support group was concerned

**Do you think the psychology service programme met the needs of Kalafong community?**

(6:26)

65. It has really made a difference in most of our patients’ lives EV

66. that even after our psychologist were no more with us EV

67. they were busy writing exams OR

68. some of the caregivers and the patients would still request to see the psychologist EV
What did this programme mean to you? (6:55)

69. We also benefitted as the staff from the psychology programme EV
70. in that we could voice our own problems with them EV
71. and then we would get advice CA
72. and where they felt we needed further referral CA
73. they referred us to their seniors CA
74. so we really benefitted as staff EV
75. and we felt our patients we more open and they felt free CA
76. so most of them complied EV

Were there any changes that were brought forth by this programme that you did not like? (7:46)

77. Not really EV

What are psychological services according to you? (8:06)

78. You know most, actually all our patients are like friends to us OR
79. so they really depend on us on how we treat them OR
80. and they sort of bond with the people that they see CA
81. everyday more than they bond with their families OR
82. so they need someone who can be so close to them OR
83. that they feel like you know taking off
84. offloading all their stresses on them OR
85. and they know that for sure that they will get help CA
86. we tried our best EV
87. to exhaust all the resources we have EV
88. as far as the multi-disciplinary team is concerned EV
89. to get help for them and we try our best EV

**Did all the patients need psychological services? (9:05)**

90. Some of them
91. but I think fifty percent of them needed psychological services EV
92. because you find some of them breaking up EV
93. they just cry when you talk to them EV
94. and you can see this person has got a lot to offload CA
95. and she needs someone who can listen CA
96. you know most of the time
97. the best thing you can give a person is the listening ear EV
98. rather than always telling what you feel is right for them EV
99. so if you see that really this person is overloaded EV
100. give a listening ear EV
101. take more minutes because everybody is an individual EV
102. and you end up winning the game EV

**How was your relationship with the psychology students? (10:01)**

103. I think it was very good EV
104. and I also learned a lot from the psychology students EV
105. and I enjoyed their company EV
106. they are like brothers and sisters to us EV
107. we didn’t see them like people who are just coming to give EV
108. and we don’t give back EV
109. We enjoyed their company EV
110. we actually missed them EV
111. even our kids you know they wanted those people EV
112. who were playing with them EV
113. and were teaching them a lot of things EV

**Did you ever get feedback from the psychology students? (10:48)**

114. Yes I did EV
115. they tried their best to give feedback EV
116. and would call the concerned parent with the teenager’s consent EV
117. to come and give a feedback EV
118. and how far we have went with the problem EV
119. most of the problems were actually resolved EV

**Were there any challenges that were experienced by the personnel? (11:17)**

120. Well there are not many challenges EV
121. the challenges that we actually encountered
122. was that when we refer the caregivers for social services in the location EV
123. they normally struggle to get services EV
124. and they’ll come back to us CA
125. like say “this social worker told me to wait” OR
126. or that “I must go back to my husband” who is abusing me OR
127. they don’t get proper the services outside EV
128. it takes long and they normally comes back with stories like EV
129. they told me that the waiting list is too long OR
130. there’s only social worker in the whole centre so we end up not accessing them OR
131. When they go out to the location, it’s quite problematic EV

**Were there any challenges with the psychology service programme? (12:11)**

132. No, we didn’t have any challenges EV

**Were there any highlights brought forth by the psychology service programme? (12:28)**

133. Well, I must say, we also benefitted a lot with the psychology students EV
134. to the extent that we actually
135. I don’t know if we abused them or what EV
136. we wanted to take all our problems EV
137. even those that were simple EV
138. you were really of great help to us I must say EV

**What do you make of the fact that other times, clients did not honour their appointments? (13:30)**

139. The problem that we encountered OR
140. was that most of our patients are from a poor background OR
141. some couldn’t afford coming to see the psychologists OR
142. and then to see the doctor CA
143. I think it would have been easier EV
144. if you make the appointment on the same day EV
145. that they are here for the doctor’s check-up EV

**Where to from here? (17:58)**

146. We would love you to come back EV
147. you were such a great help to us EV
148. really do come back EV
LETlhOGONOLO’S TRANSCRIPT

What needs were supposed to be met by the psychology service programme? (0:10)

1. What we had expected was the special needs of our patients to be addressed AB
2. our patients being HIV infected children OR
3. anywhere from birth to adolescence of 19 years old OR
4. particularly in the pre-teen and teenage groups OR
5. We were beginning to identify issues with depression OR
6. difficulty accepting the diagnosis OR
7. not just with the patient but with the caregivers as well OR
8. there is only one psychologist in Kalafong OR
9. and she does not have a particular specialty with child psychology CA
10. so we were interested in more identification OR
11. and what therapy and support groups could be offered to our particular patients CA

What exactly did the team have in mind? (1:24)

12. We had in mind setting up of both group therapy OR
13. and individual identification of children with high risk of mood disorders CA
14. or social dilemmas in their lives OR

Tell me about the actions that were taken to make this decision a reality (1:47) and (2:23)

15. Contacting the people who would be involved in the programme OR
16. identifying the psychology students who would come offer their services OR
17. and also help the children CA
18. letting the immunology clinic know that you were coming OR
19. providing the adequate space for the therapy session in a confidential manner OR
20. since it is such a touchy subject for anybody EV

(2:23)

21. So identifying the space OR
22. we had to pick children for you to see OR
23. or see if you would be able to identify those children just in normal consultation OR

**How were you involved in the programme? (4:35)**

24. My role was positioned to identify when a care-giver is stressed, depressed or in denial EV
25. or when a child is stressed, depressed or in denial EV
26. And then what was easiest for me was seeing you from on-site EV
27. and introducing you personally CA
28. and making that connection versus giving you a book and making the appointment CA
29. So my role was to identify patients specifically with high risks needs EV
30. and that needed to be assessed on one to one bases CA

**Have you ever referred patients? (10:10)**

31. Yea, while they were here EV
Did you get feedback from the psychology students? (6:16)

32. Not from the students EV
33. and feedback was that the children enjoyed them being there CA
34. It was a great diversion from just sitting in a long hallway EV
35. knowing you have to wait for hours to see the doctor EV
36. It really lightened the clinic’s load EV

How many cases have you referred, if you do remember roughly? (10:16)

37. At least once a week EV
38. but I would just grab you (psychology students) EV
39. maybe not formally in your dairy book EV
40. but I would say please come EV
41. we must help this child EV

Do you remember what the cases were about? (10:34)

42. Mostly it was difficulties of accepting the diagnosis OR
43. and complains that once the children know their diagnosis they become non-adherent CA
44. They don’t want to take the medication anymore OR
45. We call it teenager effect to chronic illness, Diabetes and HIV OR
46. These children don’t want to feel sick OR
47. but they take this medicines everyday OR
48. it upset their stomachs OR
49. and once they hear that they have this terrible disease CA
50. they think their friends are going to make fun of them OR
51. They stop taking their medicines OR
52. and then it gets worse CA
53. and later on their parents die CA
54. They grow up to witness their mom and dad dying of HIV OR
55. and so now they start wondering CA
56. who they got the transmission from OR
57. is it mommy, or maybe from daddy OR
58. They then have to be cared for by an aunt or granny OR
59. So changes in care-givers, from death to grieve OR
60. to loss of a family member for the younger children OR
61. and then now the teenagers are living with grannies and aunties CA
62. and having to know that they have this disease CA
63. It becomes overwhelming for them EV

**When do you tell them about their status? (14:01), (14:15) and (16:10)**

64. Legally they have the right to know at the age of 12
65. A 12 year old can come and consent to be tested and treated
66. We find that the children start asking questions between the ages of 9 and 10
67. because that’s when the transition from Grade 3 to Grade 4 takes place

(14:15)

68. Grade 1 to Grade 3 in primary schools are considered juniors OR
69. Grade 4 to 7 are seniors in primary school OR
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70. In the senior level all the social dynamics of the school are completely different OR
71. and the teaching also
72. The juniors are learning life skills OR
73. but when they get older they learn Life Orientation OR
74. And they learn about what are viruses, what are bacteria’s CA
75. what are infections, what really gets you sick OR

(16:10)

76. The Grade 4 to 7 are starting to learn that this and this makes you sick OR
77. and they start to ask: why do I take this pills mom? CA
78. It’s amazing to see how care-givers lie to their kids OR
79. One granny said she told the child that it’s TB medicine OR
80. imagine TB medicine for six years! OR
81. Another granny also lied OR

Where are the children’s parents? (18:46)

82. Dead, they must be deceased OR
83. Mom deceased, dad not around OR
84. and maybe the granny feels guilty that she didn’t raise her child right CA
85. and now with her child dead and has this grandchild whom she tries to protect CA
86. So the mom dies, the granny takes over OR
87. and then the child knows nothing of what is going on CA
88. They just know that mom got really sick OR
89. and now the teenagers find out that now I have this virus too CA
90. I’m gonna get real sick like mom or like mom died OR
91. So that’s why we need your services EV

**How was your relationship with the students? (5:23)**

92. The students were very enthusiastic EV
93. very delightful group, focused, ready to interact with the children EV
94. the clinic had just undergone structural renovations OR
95. and so often finding the space for them to work in a small group was difficult CA
96. between the paediatric and the immunology clinic department
97. but we did our best to coordinate EV

**How has the programme been for you? (6:44)**

98. I didn’t need any services myself EV
99. but I know it delighted most of the kids EV
100. but it also helped us like I told you there was one psychologist EV
101. that the whole Kalafong refers to OR
102. So having your services right there available weekly was very accessible EV
103. very user friendly EV
104. We’d like to have you back EV
What does this programme mean to you? (7:26) and (8:30)

105. It means someone cares about these kids EV
106. and realizes that this particular disease HIV affects the whole child CA
107. It’s not just about going to the doctor and getting some medication EV
108. What I explain to a lot of folks is that nowadays with ARV’s (Anti Retro Virals) EV
109. the children are not dying EV
110. they are living more complicated lives EV
111. HIV nowadays doesn’t kill you directly EV
112. but it controls you EV
113. it completely engrosses your life EV
114. The children spend hours on the queues once every month if not more often EV
115. they’re taking medication twice a day EV
116. and they know that they have this virus CA
117. that is inside them like a ticking time bomb EV
118. Trying to get a hearing and caring from the care-givers EV
119. is such a core and main thing EV
120. it’s such a challenge EV

(8:30)

121. It’s a whole lifestyle the children and the care-givers have to endure EV

Any particular changes in the clinic brought forth by the psychology programme? (8:53)

122. Actually setting up a place for you, counselling room EV
What do you think were the challenges experienced by the programme? (21:42), (24:12) and (3:27)

123. areas for you to work in, those changes we’ve made now EV

124. The space EV
125. the structure EV
126. more active involvement of the physicians to refer clients to you EV
127. to know that you were there and how to reach you EV
128. You were only there one day a week EV
129. and during the school holidays you were off EV
130. and that was when the kids were available EV
131. We want more of you not half of you EV

(24:12)

132. And we always scheduled these kids one month, two months, three months EV
133. whether you were on holidays or not EV

(3:27)

134. One of the biggest difficulties is that we have a lot of rotating doctors EV
135. half of the doctors were held rotating positions OR
136. and there were only two permanent doctors in the clinic supervising everybody OR
137. Not the same doctors saw the patients at the same time OR
138. And one of the difficulties was arranging the visits with the psychologists EV
139. to coincide with the visits that the doctor had arranged with the patients EV
140. Because children coming to the hospital once a month EV
141. or once every two months were at high risk or ill OR
142. Identifying those patients EV
143. and setting up actual dates and visits with the psychology students was difficult EV

**What have we learned from the challenges? (27:23)**

144. Just to understand that these kids EV
145. they really come after school or one whole day out of every month of their lives EV
146. Trying to set special appointments for them was difficult EV
147. So working around the clinic schedule is a lot more helpful EV
148. to know they are coming back and not try to set a date for them that can’t work EV

**Were there any highlights? (27:04)**

149. When the children wanted to talk to you EV
150.”Can I talk to that lady” again? EV
151. “She was really nice” EV
152. That was very encouraging EV

**Did the psychology programme meet the needs of Kalafong? (30:14)**

153. I think so EV
154. I think it opened up a new forum of team work EV
155. The phone call that I just got was from a dietician very concerned about a child OR
156. We are a team EV
it’s not just about a doctor prescribing medicine EV
The dietician, the occupational therapist, the sisters
the clerk, the counsellors, the social worker
We’re all involved EV
and the psychologist expertise and knowledge are also needed EV
it’s really important EV

You said that you think you want to invite us back. What should change or what should stay the same, if we do come again? (35:32), (39:16) and (45:45)

Like I said often times we used to run into each other and just chat OR
so many kids come into the clinic OR
I would personally remember that you were there EV
when I see you there EV
In my own personal way EV
I have seen you being visible EV
right there in the hallway, right there saying good mornings EV
So being more visible EV
having to do orientation EV
also for the sisters and the nurses to know that you are available EV
to come to us and say, we saw that patient this week EV
this is what we talk about EV
keeping everything confidential EV
and not forgetting of course we’re all in the health care profession EV
but it coordinates the team work a lot more better to communicate about cases EV
179. The students who came on the heavy clinic days OR
180. really helped the kids to work and cope better EV
181. The parents even say that they like to come to the doctor OR

182. All the support from the students (should stay the same) EV
183. just making the kids feel like “hey coming to the doctor is not such a terrible thing” EV
184. You can come here and find someone who hears you
185. someone who can’t talk about your illness with your friends
186. And also for the younger kids to see the older kids OR
187. that they see how healthy they are OR
188. that they are taking medicine just like them OR

The support group didn’t seem to work out, what do you think happened? (49:03), (49:48) and (50:03)

189. It was because of the space EV
190. because of the renovations in the clinic EV
191. Some of the personnel didn’t understand EV
192. that the students were there for the immunology clinic EV
193. or understood what they were about EV
194. the actual clinic I don’t think understood why you were here EV

195. The few that came did enjoy themselves and learned a lot from it (support group) EV
How did the decision of implementing the psychological services come about and when did it happen? (0:23)

1. The decision to include psychology services at Kalafong AB
2. came about when we were thinking about starting the adolescents clinic CA
3. It was late 2007, 2008 then there was no clinic specifically for adolescents OR
4. All the patients were being seen like all together OR
5. And the need also came about CA
6. because of all the challenges we met with all the new moms OR
7. who had just discovered about their children’s statuses OR
8. and they were going through all sorts of problems, dealing with it CA
9. And also that meant that all the kids now had a problem CA
10. in terms of getting the services OR
11. because mom had psychological issues that we couldn’t address adequately CA

Was there no paediatric clinic at the time? (1:14)

12. There was a general paediatric clinic OR
13. but we were having problems addressing the adolescents OR
14. who have specific psychological needs OR
15. even medical needs specific general care of adolescents OR
16. which is much different from just general paediatric small children
17. So when we thought of having adolescents clinic OR
18. that’s when we thought
19. it will be nice if we could have psychological intervention as well OR
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What happened after you decided about the psychological intervention? (1:55)

20. From there it was a bit difficult initially EV
21. because Kalafong only has one psychologist OR
22. and that psychologist’s services all the departments CA
23. And it meant that if we had a patient who needed psychological services CA
24. that patient had to be on a waiting list OR
25. and sometimes the problems that they would be having at the time CA
26. needed attention at that time OR
27. instead of being addressed three, four months down the line OR
28. when the psychologist will be available OR
29. So initially we tried that route OR
30. and it did not work very well EV
31. And then we thought about involving the psychologists from the local clinics CA
32. where the patients will be coming from OR
33. but even that did not work very well EV
34. because the psychologists wouldn’t be available OR
35. and not all the clinics around, where the patients came from, had psychologists CA
36. So it was a big problem EV
37. And then that’s when the idea of CA
38. why can’t we involve psychology students who will be interested to help us OR
39. and why couldn’t we involve them CA
40. so that if they can help us with the issues that we are dealing with OR
41. while at the same time they get clinical experience as well OR
What steps were taken to make the decision of involving the psychology students, a reality? (3:13)

42. After deciding on that, then that’s when Person Z OR
43. consulted the Psychology Department here (University of Pretoria) OR
44. and spoke to the head of department OR
45. to look at our problem and the challenges that we were facing OR
46. and that’s where now the decision was made RE
47. from both our side OR
48. and the Psychology Department here at Tuks to involve the students OR
49. It was a nice thing EV
50. And that’s when also more ideas came forth- to help with the support group OR
51. and also to help with the OT(Occupational Therapy) Department OR
52. in terms of developmental assessments OR
53. could be done together with the psychologist OR

What exactly did you have in mind that the students should do? (4:00)

54. The challenges that we were having is that OR
55. we had problems for the patients to be admitted to the adolescents’ clinic OR
56. We had an agreement that they had to know about their status OR
57. so disclosure problems came with other issues OR
58. like where they had to now deal with knowing about their status OR
59. and all the stigma and everything that was attached to knowing about their status CA
60. And with adolescents CA
61. that’s when now we had all these psychological problems CA
62. whereby they have to deal with more CA
63. and they start being rebellious CA
64. and they start asking questions about why they should be taking medication and so on CA
65. And with us the counselling that we were offering them CA
66. we felt that it wasn’t adequate enough to address all those issues EV
67. and that’s why we wanted psychology intervention RE
68. like professional psychological intervention
69. where these issues could be addressed adequately OR
70. The other thing we were having problems with OR
71. it was not just about the disclosure OR
72. like at the age where they start experimenting with a whole lot of things OR
73. like they start experimenting with things like peer pressure and so on OR
74. So we needed that intervention to help us deal with that EV
75. so that we can deal with the medical part OR
76. and not just concentrate on CA
77. like spending a lot of time during the consultation OR
78. dealing with the psychological part OR
79. then we could have people who can help us deal with those issues CA
80. that impact on the psychology and social issues OR
81. that arose from knowing about the HIV status OR

**How was the process of implementation for you? (6:17), (6:56) and (7:41)**

82. The process of implementation was a bit difficult EV
83. because we had to come up with a way OR
84. of how we were going to integrate this services OR
85. because now we have a booking system of patients OR
86. and we didn’t want a problem CA
87. whereby a patient in like a short period of time OR
88. had to be seen by different people OR
89. so we had to come up with a booking system OR
90. whereby on the same day that the patient comes OR
91. then they can also be seen by the psychology department CA

(6:56)

92. (Psychology student were at Kalafong) Mondays and in the afternoons only OR
93. It meant that it was difficult to get the patients at the times when you were there EV
94. and also to get the patients to sit CA
95. and wait when they were booked CA
96. After they (Patients) get their medication then nothing else mattered OR
97. they just wanted to go home OR
98. So implementing the system was the difficult part EV
99. And also because it was a new service OR
100. nobody understood how it worked OR
101. and how it supposed to be OR
102. and who is supposed to be referred OR
103. and the referral process OR
104. and that was another stumbling block EV
105. We had to work through that OR
106. and I don’t think we got it right EV
107. We tried getting it right EV
108. because for some patients it did work EV
109. and for others it just did not work EV
110. And then the other thing we had problems with- it was follow-up EV
111. We would refer the patients OR
112. and the feedback, you know
113. you have all these issues between the psychologist and the patients OR
114. and the doctor and confidentiality issues OR
115. so those were issues that we had to deal with OR
116. But I think for some patients it did work EV
117. like especially those who needed intervention over a short period of time CA
118. and then for those who needed intervention over a long period of time CA
119. unfortunately I can’t say that it worked for them EV
120. because I think a lot of them actually got lost OR
121. like they would default the treatment EV
122. because of those psychological issues that were not addressed EV
123. and eventually they come back CA
124. we’ll have to start afresh EV
125. but I think where the issues were acute it did help EV
126. and especially with the play room CA
127. and getting the children to be more positive CA
128. about their status from a younger age CA
129. it did work EV
How did the picture of having psychological services look like in the beginning? (9:09)

130. It looked rosy from the theoretical point of view EV
131. but practically it was not working EV
132. because we needed space first of all to accommodate you for all the sessions OR
133. and that was an issue because even among ourselves we had issues about space OR
134. who worked where and also the issue of confidentiality OR
135. we couldn’t share rooms and so on OR
136. That was an issue EV
137. and the other issue I think was more about the bookings EV
138. how are we going to accommodate you in terms of time EV
139. Where do we book you? OR
140. Do we book you on our system? OR
141. do we have a separate booking system for you? OR
142. and that was a bit of a mess EV
143. but the idea of having you available immediately worked very well EV
144. because it ended up on just being the HIV patients that you were seeing CA
145. you would also get patients from the general outpatient, paediatric outpatient CA
146. and you would also get patients from there as well CA
147. So that was a good idea EV
148. it’s just that implementing it and sorting out the logistics was a bit difficult EV
149. Especially, I think that made it worse was that we all EV
150. we were all hectic EV
151. during the times that you would be there EV
152. you wouldn’t be given the attention because we would be busy with other things EV
How does that picture of psychological services looks like now? (11: 06) and (11:38)

153. Now, well now I think it’s still not working EV
154. I think there was loss of interest somewhere EV
155. because of all the issues that were there that we couldn’t quite deal with EV
156. so there was loss of interest from especially from our side EV
157. where we started concentrating more on our the medical part EV
158. and we were like okay fine, let those ones deal with their issues EV

(11:38)

159. Which was a bit frustrating to you as well EV
160. because you dependent on us to refer the patients EV
161. and follow-up with them and everything EV
162. and we just like okay refer EV
163. and then we wouldn’t follow up CA
164. and we were not sure CA
165. and also I think for you in terms of the patients, you would make appointments EV
166. and the patients wouldn’t follow up OR
167. you would pitch there OR
168. and the patients wouldn’t be available OR
169. and that was really frustrating EV
170. but the whole idea was a good idea EV
171. it’s just that it could not be implemented properly EV
172. it was very difficult to find a way of implementing it EV
What should be done, what would make the psychology service programme to work? (12:31), (13:18) and (16:34)

173. I think now, what would make it work would be the availability CO
174. in terms of your (Psychology students) availability OR
175. I think that was the biggest stumbling block from your side EV
176. whereby the patients would be there at a certain period of time EV
177. and that time you would not be available EV
178. because you had classes to attend to EV
179. you had other things to do on campus EV
180. and you would be available like on the times when the patients were not there EV
181. so I think that would be one thing that would need to be addressed EV

(13:18)

182. Yes, available the whole day EV
183. but the problem with that would be about the patients then EV
184. Would it mean that patients would have to come on the same day for the medical services as well? EV
185. and that was another issue that we couldn’t have patients EV
186. like sometimes we would see one patient OR
187. for the medical part we would need only to see them in three months’ time OR
188. whereas you would need to follow them up more regularly OR
189. sometimes a few times in one month OR
190. and then the patients would just look at us CA
191. and asks: but the doctor only needs to see me in three months’ time CA
192. why should I be coming so many times CA
So that would be the problem in terms of the patients being available EV
The other thing was that the patients did not understand EV
the need for psychology services EV
therefore they did not make time for their appointments EV
they would not honour their appointments EV
and that was frustrating for you EV
because you have an appointment with the patient EV
and the patient would not pitch EV
One the other hand, on the patients’ side EV
most of our patients came from poor background EV
money was an issue, transport money was an issue EV
We had a transport fund OR
and we tried to help wherever necessary OR
but it could not accommodate them as much as we would have liked to OR
because the money came from sponsors whenever there was a sponsor OR
so we would tell them, look, if you come we would try to help OR
and sometimes we wouldn’t be able to meet that need OR
and that frustrated the patients that I can’t spend this money OR
because this money is needed for other things OR
and I think that was another thing that would need to be addressed EV
that okay we need to see you (Patient) OR
but we need to make sure that we can we can make things easy for you OR
so that you can become available CA
in terms of the patients like if you can provide EV
like definitely provide transport EV
and also in terms of their time management EV
219. make them understand that look this is good for you EV
220. the necessity in terms of your management
221. I think because it was a new service EV
222. patients just thought what they needed EV
223. was just the medical service, the medical intervention EV
224. and they did not understand this psychological intervention EV
225. they just thought the doctor spoke to me and that’s good enough EV
226. and with the adolescents it was especially difficult EV
227. because you need to be functioning at their level in terms of psychologically EV
228. for them to understand and get the point EV
229. and be able to honour the relationship EV

(16:34)

230. From our side I think in terms of making sure that when we were expecting you EV
231. we had space for you to work EV
232. I think that is very important EV
233. because if we are expecting you to offer provide a service to help us EV
234. then we were supposed to make sure that you are comfortable in the surroundings EV
235. and patients also feel comfortable EV
236. not when you get there and the patients is sitting there EV
237. then you have to start running around looking for a room that’s available EV
238. That was that was the one thing that we could have done better EV
239. and the other thing we could have done better was in terms of referral EV
240. getting the patients for you EV
241. Sometimes we would want to refer patients EV
242. but we would think that we don’t know
243. when they (Psychology students) are available EV
244. or they (Psychology students) are on holiday EV
245. and anyway it doesn’t matter we’ll see when they come EV
246. and the next time when the patient comes you’ve forgotten about that referral EV
247. and the patient also doesn’t remind you EV
248. because they don’t see the need as well EV
249. and then the patient ends up not getting referred CA
250. Not that the problem has gone away EV
251. but we are too busy focussing on other things EV
252. than dealing with that psychological part EV
253. which actually also impacts on the overall management of the patient EV
254. And then eventually it comes out again after few months EV
255. the problem comes again EV
256. and we realize this patient by the way was supposed to have been referred EV
257. and I think that was another thing that we were not doing very well EV
258. And also in terms of the booking, who was gonna deal with your administration? EV
259. that was an issue that we did not address EV

**What is your view in terms of establishing the support groups? (18:38) and (19:12)**

260. I don’t think it went well EV
261. because I can tell you up to now CO
262. we don’t really have proper support groups CO
263. The patients would be there OR
264. then there would be a talk there CA
265. but we didn’t have like members OR
266. that we knew that these members belong to the support groups OR
267. and people would just get there and sit and listen and if they are listening and leave CA
268. then the next thing they present to me with the same problems OR
269. that would have been addressed in the support groups OR
270. So I don’t think that went well EV

(19:12)

271. The attendance was poor OR
272. we gave people an option OR
273. that okay there is a support group OR
274. there are people who will help you OR
275. while you are waiting OR
276. can you go and attend OR
277. People would feel like well if I go in that room and my name gets called OR
278. then I’ll miss my turn and the next thing I’ll get to leave here late OR
279. So I’d rather sit here and wait to hear my name being called OR
280. so that I can be attended to and leave this place OR
281. So that was an issue we had to deal with EV
282. And it was difficult explaining EV
283. look these people are not going to whatever OR
284. when your name gets called OR
285. we’ll come there and fetch you OR
286. it was not getting through EV
287. They thought oh well they just wanna waste more of my time EV
288. and the other thing was that EV
289. people thought well they’re just gonna talk about things that I know EV
290. and they are not going to help me anyway EV
291. and I think with the support groups CA
292. there was still that issue of stigma OR
293. so the patients felt OR
294. I don’t need to be discussing my problems in a group OR
295. I don’t need to be in a group to address my problems OR
296. so I don’t want to be in a support group OR

**What was your role? (21:31) and (22:35)**

297. In terms of, when we were talking about the adolescents clinic OR
298. that was my baby EV
299. that was the one thing I was passionate about EV
300. when it started I was like I want to do this EV
301. I want this to happen and it happened EV
302. and I was very vocal about the needs of the adolescents EV
303. as we needed the psychological services EV
304. And I had an idea of going to speak to our psychologist CA
305. I went there and spoke to her EV
306. whenever it was not working out EV
307. Person Z would come in more EV
308. to help me communicate with the department EV
309. I was more involved in terms of the planning process EV
400. and talking to the patients about the services CA
401. and so on, referring the patients CA

**How many patients have you referred? (23:13)**

402. I don’t remember EV
403. but I can remember a few cases that were significant to me EV
404. there were three or four cases that I referred EV
405. I found that these issues needed to be addressed EV
406. without the psychological part being addressed EV
407. then we aint gonna go anywhere with those patients EV
408. and I must say there was good feedback with those particular patients EV

**Who did you get feedback from? (23:38)**

409. From you guys and the patients OR
410. and in terms of the improvement OR
411. the improvement in the patients’ condition EV
412. there was an improvement in those patients EV
413. and that helped a lot in terms of the management EV
414. because whilst you deal with the psychological part EV
415. it’s easy to deal with the medical part EV
416. because now the patient understand more and more EV
417. the patient is more receptive of whatever management that you are offering then EV
418. Because in terms of their stress level psychologically EV
419. they’re more relaxed EV
420. so I think we had a couple of successes EV

What did this programme mean to you? (24:24) (26:19)

421. To me it meant a lot EV
422. In my mind initially when the idea came about OR
423. I had this idea OR
424. in terms of the adolescents OR
425. of having a place where they can voice out whatever frustrations OR
426. and they can also get whatever counselling at their level OR
427. with the psychological understanding for their level OR
428. That was the idea in my mind OR
429. that we’d have a psychologist available OR
430. even though it was not just for patients who had problems per se OR
431. it was gonna be for all the patients in the adolescents clinic OR
432. because I believe that as they get into that stage CA
433. they meet up with a whole lot of challenges OR
434. not just with the illness OR
435. but with life in general OR
436. and understanding what is going on with them OR
437. and being able to comprehend what was going on CA
438. in terms of their psychology
439. would help them to deal with the medical part and social issues OR
that they were facing OR
because at the end
adolescents whose infected with HIV has a lot to deal with OR
a lot more than somebody who is not infected OR
They have to deal with boyfriend issues or girlfriend issues and sexual issues OR
How are they going to deal with those OR
can they know they have a sexually transmitted diseases? OR
And that’s what is a stressor to them CA
even though they wouldn’t voice it OR
That was something that I thought would be dealt with OR
before it became a problem OR

(26:19)

It was a prevention measure OR
in a way it was supposed to be educational as well OR
addressing the life skills and so on and also empowering them OR
in terms of giving them the confidence to deal with peer pressure OR
and the pressure they get from other people CA
the stigma and so on
It would empower them OR
If they are more confident and psychologically empowered OR
then they can be able to deal with those issues CA
much better than they would have without those OR
and also even like empowering their negative sense CA
to say okay accept me
463. Making sure that they can educate their friends OR
464. and make sure that their friends know that this is just an illness like any other illnesses CA

465. and I’m not a risk to you as much as the next person is CA
466. and you can be my friend and love me CA
467. as much as you love the negative person OR
468. without having any prejudice against me OR

469. so it was supposed to address such issues OR
470. that was the idea I had in my mind EV
471. then again to make sure that when the problems arose OR
472. like when they start experiencing the problems OR
473. they would be immediate attention to address them OR
474. instead of booking them for help three four months down the line OR
475. whereby by then it might have gone much worse OR
476. and we’ve had cases where they would even become suicidal OR
477. and if somebody is suicidal now OR
478. you can’t wait for them to be addressed three four months down the line CA
479. They need attention now OR
480. That was that idea we had OR
481. And also we had an idea OR
482. for them to have a support group which never worked out OR
483. the support group was supposed to teach them OR
484. not just teach them about life skills OR
485. but also to have them in a place where they can relax OR
What are your conclusions about this programme? (29:17)

486. I think if done the right way EV
487. if it can be given the right time and the right place EV
488. it’s a good programme EV
489. It can work very well and it can help everyone not just the patients EV
490. but for you guys as well it can give you a lot of experience EV
491. in terms of the patients that you are gonna meet when you are practicing EV
492. I don’t think like here in University you get (such kind of exposure) EV
493. it’s a different community altogether OR
494. but when you go out when you start working EV
495. those are the people you are gonna meet EV
496. so that experience would have been nice for you EV
497. because when you get out there EV
498. to start working you wouldn’t even meet something new EV
499. and sometimes it’s not that you don’t know the theory EV
500. the theory is there but practically applying the theory EV
501. is completely different from what you read from the books EV

What is your understanding of psychological services? (30:50)

502. Because now you are sitting there with a patient OR
503. they have a problem OR
504. sometimes it’s a minor problem that you can address quickly OR
505. but you feel no, refer to psychologist OR
506. So my understanding is that you are there OR
507. to help with deep emotional issues, psychological issues OR
508. that I cannot address, so meaning counselling OR
509. Counselling in terms of my understanding OR
510. is providing education, providing support OR
511. but sometimes (in my field of expertise) I don’t have the time to support that patient emotionally CA
512. because there is a queue, I need to push the queue OR
513. So I believe a psychologist is there to sit with this patient OR
514. and make them understand the education that I have given them CA
515. You know, like when taking the medication, how do they feel about it OR
516. They will put the two together and work with their issues CA
517. I believe that was what we required out of you in terms of psychological services EV
518. And also sometimes (during consultation), I’m sitting here with the patient OR
519. I can sense there is a problem but I can’t quite put my finger on what the problem is OR
520. I believe you guys had the experience EV
521. to get to the problem without using too many tactics EV
522. Sometimes the patient doesn’t trust you (referring to herself) OR
523. because they don’t think that you’ve got adequate tools to deal with their issues CA
524. And then somebody who talks to them on their psychological level CA
525. then that’s when they can start opening up OR
526. and then you get to the bottom of the problem CA
527. Sometimes the patient comes CA
528. and says I’ve got a pain and (being medically focused) CA
529. I wanna deal with the pain OR
530. meantime the pain is not just a pain OR
531. It’s a pain because of some deep rooted emotional problem that they are having OR
and getting to that you have to use some means CA
and (being medically focused) I may not be having the skills to get the real problem CA
They may present with this problem which is a physical problem to me OR
and my job is to address the physical problem CA
In the meantime it’s not a physical problem it’s a psychological problem OR
And I don’t have the skills to diagnose it as such CA

What happened to the idea that the psychology students should see all the patients coming at the clinic? (33:52)

There was that idea OR
because I think that came about OR
because of sending the patients to you OR
in terms of the mom sitting there saying OR
there is a support group going, listen and participate OR
was not working OR
then we said okay
almost all the patients that we were seeing there had some kind of social problem OR
which impacted on the medical management OR
so why can’t everyone at least get to be interviewed OR
and eventually some problems that we wouldn’t normally pick up CA
then they could be picked up that way CA
Because sometimes a patient has a problem OR
but it’s not a significant enough problem OR
for them to raise during a medical consultation OR
whereas if they’re dealing with somebody who is focused on such problems OR
even if it’s just on a social
555. like under relaxed circumstances OR
556. they might feel CA
557. why can’t I bring this up maybe this person will be able to help me OR
558. and that’s why the idea came about OR

How was your relationship with the psychology students? (35:50)

559. Well, personally I think my relationship was fine EV
560. I didn’t have any issues EV
561. I think we got along well EV
562. I enjoyed like, whenever you were there whatever you had to offer CA
563. I enjoyed it EV
564. I don’t know EV
565. I think I could have tried a bit more EV
566. to use you (psychology students) more
567. but sometimes you know, you (referring to herself) just wanna get through the day CA
568. and go home EV
569. And I think besides using you for the patients EV
570. it would have been nice also to have you guys helping us EV
571. with the staff as well EV
572. Because the staff as well CA
573. deal with traumatic situations on a daily basis EV
574. and you(referring to herself) leave there and you go home CA
575. The next day even when you(referring to herself) see people CA
576. you (referring to herself) just don’t wanna talk to them EV
577. So sometimes you guys would get there EV
and you I would sense that you feel that nobody is giving you attention CA

I would get those days as well where I just don’t wanna say hi, how are you EV

just not today

But I think, generally we got on well EV

I don’t know EV

Do you think the psychology service programme met the needs of Kalafong community? (37:21)

Yes, on a small scale where we had the patients EV

and we had the time and we had the space it did EV

And I think especially on the level of the smaller children EV

with the playgroup and so on OR

it did because it helped and that is still continuing EV

The playgroup is still there it’s still helping EV

it keeps the kids entertained EV

I think there are some students who still come OR

honours students and also we get more Mohau volunteers OR

so the playgroup I hear it’s still going on there OR

and some of the kids don’t even go to crèche CA

so when they are there they get the opportunity CA

to do something that other children do at crèche CA

They get to interact with the other children CA

and it becomes more pleasurable for them to be at the clinic CA

so they start looking forward to coming to the clinic CA

And for the moms as well it’s a nice idea CA

because instead of just sitting there with your child on your lap the whole day CA
601. waiting to be serviced,-
602. knowing that your child is somewhere safe and being entertained OR
603. They also get to relax and they get to chat more OR
604. and it becomes more open about what is bothering them CA
605. and also interacting with the other moms CA
606. It’ll get much much easier for them to interact with other moms EV
607. because they didn’t have to be looking after the children for that time and so on EV
608. that thing it went very well EV
609. And also in terms of the OT (Occupational Therapist) as well EV
610. helping the OT with assessment in terms of the developmental assessment EV
611. it helped a lot EV
612. where it did not work well EV
613. I think it was with the individual patients OR
614. whereby there were no logistics about appointments and follow-ups and so on OR
615. And then with the support group CA
616. it worked for some patients EV
617. and also didn’t work for other patients EV
618. With the support groups it still not working EV
619. I think it’s gonna take a whole lot of planning and attention and availability EV
620. of everyone to make it work EV
621. And also I think the patients themselves EV
622. they don’t have it in them to want it EV
623. they don’t want the support group so you can’t really force it onto them EV
Where to from here? (39:51)

624. I would like to see the service continue
625. But like what we’ve been talking
626. probably throughout this whole thing
627. We need to get the plan properly
628. and we need to get the logistics in order
629. so that it could work
630. It shouldn’t just work for
631. like that portion
632. it should work overall
633. we should be having a situation where we can say
634. this patient can be addressed and followed up and see the X results
635. after whatever number of sessions
636. we can have a definite positive results
637. So I think that would help especially for the individual patients
638. because those are the ones who eventually
639. have bigger problems
640. because those are the ones who will default their treatment
641. those are the ones who are going to do whatever stupid thing
642. like try to kill themselves and so on
643. I would like to see the programme continue
644. but we must just get the logistics in order